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LETTER OF TRANSMITTA1

I . S. Department of Agriculture,

Bureai of Entomology,
Washington, D. ('.. March 18, 1907.

Sir: I have the honor to transmit the manuscript of the proceed-

ings of a meeting of inspectors of apiaries held in San Antonio. Tex.,

November 12, L906. The meeting together and conference of (he per-

sons interested in the eradication of the diseases which are such a

drawback to apiculture can not fail to bring out many point- of

importance. In such a meeting the subject is presented in a way
which i- not possible in articles written for journals devoted to bee

keeping or for publication in other forms. There is no organization

of inspectors and no funds are available by which these proceedings

may be published, and since this meeting was to a large extent the

result of the efforts of members of the Bureau of Entomology, and

since these men took such an active part in the meeting, it would seem

fitting that the proceedings be issued as a publication of the Depart-

ment of Agriculture. I therefore recommend that this manuscript

be published as Bulletin No. 70 of this Bureau.

Respectfully,

L. (). How \ia>.

Entomologist <ni<l Chit f of Bureau.

I Ion. James Wilson,

Si en tary of . igricultun .





PREFACE

The meeting of inspectors of apiaries was held on the Monday fol-

lowing the close of the National Bee Keepers' Association convention,
November L2, L906, at San Antonio. Tex., as a result of a call issued

by Mr. X. E. France, inspector of apiaries for Wisconsin, Mr. W. X.

Hutchinson, inspector of apiaries for Michigan, and the writer.

The object of this meeting was to get together for consultation the
men interested in the eradication and control of her diseases. The
closer cooperation of these men in their work can result only in gOod
to apiculture and is greatly to be desired. Inspectors are chosen
from among the practical bee men of the county or State and the

majority of them are familiar with their work on entering the service.

I hey also accumulate a vast amount of information concerning dis-

eases, most of which never reaches the bee journals or o-ains publicity
in any way. A meeting of these men brings out many point- which
would otherwise remain unknown.
The meeting at San Antonio was most interesting and valuable, and

since much that was said there has never been published it seems
desirable to issue the proceedings of the meeting in the form of a bul-

letin to add to the knowledge of the bee-keepin«r public on bee diseases.

At the close of the meeting the writer was asked by the inspectors

present to prepare a li-t of (plenums based on the laws now in force

for the control of bee diseases. This list was prepared at once and a

copy -cut to each of the inspectors whose name and address could be

obtained. At the same time the questions were taken up for detailed

examination, and various persons were consulted on point- of impor-
tance which arise. This work i- not yet complete, for it ha- assumed
proportions which were entirely unexpected at the beginning. It was
originally intended that this discussion of the law- should be inserted
a- an appendix to the present report, but tin- would only delay the

present publication. Tin- aspect of the subject may therefore be sub-

mitted for future publication as soon as it can be prepared. It is

very important that the best possible wording be used in a law to con-

trol bee diseases. The bee keeper- <»f several States w hich do not have
Mich Laws are at present interested in tin- subject.
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6 PREFACE.

In the preparation of the manuscript for publication it was acces-

sary to rewrite the article- by Doctor White and the present writer

because the manner of presentation of these subjects in a meeting is

not suited for publication. It was also necessary to edit the discus-

sions, for the stenographic report was inaccurate in numerous places.

It is believed, however, that even if the exact word- of each person

are not recorded, the meaning is the same as was intended to be con-

veyed. In certain places it has seemed desirable to enlarge somewhat

on certain things which were said by the writer. This bulletin there-

fore can not be called a verbatim report, but it represents nevertheless

the proceedings of the meeting.

It is hoped that similar meetings may he held in the future.

E. F. Phillips,

In chargt of Apiculture.
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REPORT OF THE MEETING OF INSPECTORS OF APIARIES, SAN
ANTONIO. TEX., NOVEMBER L2, L906.

The meeting was called to order in Market Hall at 9.30 a. m. by

Dr. E. F. Phillips, of the Bureau of Entomology, Department of

Agriculture, Washington, D. C., who addressed the members as Pol

lows

:

Ladies and Gentlemen: Last summer it was my pleasure and

privilege to visit a considerable number of the men at work on bee-

disease inspection throughout the United States. After talking with

them and going with them on inspection trips, it became evident that

there is a great deal yet to be done in regard to the making of better

methods of inspection in work against bee diseases, entirely apart

from the scientific aspect of the subject.

On the 3d of last August Mr. X. E. France, inspector of apiaries

for Wisconsin, who is attending this meeting, and Mr. AY. Z. Hutchin-

son, the inspector of apiaries for Michigan, and myself met in Mil-

waukee, Wis., to talk" over certain plans for making bee-disease in-

spection more effective. A circular letter, addressed to the persons

now acting as inspectors in the various counties and State- of the

United States, was drawn up, suggesting that they meet in someplace

this fall to take up the work of bringing about more uniformity in

the methods employed. The meeting of to-day is the result of that

circular letter.

There are several things in work' against bee diseases that are not

at all dear to the bee-disease inspectors and others interested in the

subject, and we wish to take some of them up for discussion to-day.

We have with us Dr. (J. F. White, of the Bureau of Animal [ndustry,

( . S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, I). (\. who ha- made

a most thorough scientific study of the cause of bee diseases, and we

-hall first ask him to give hi- demonstrations and the result of his

work-. After he finishes I -hall myself attempt to summarize the

investigations of bee diseases which have previously been made by

different men. It is perhaps well to take up the scientific aspect of

this work first in order to make this clear, and Inter we -hall take up

the methods of inspection and treatment and the form of desirable

kiw - controlling bee diseases.
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Ii would perhaps be well for the inspectors of apiaries in the

[Jnited States to be organized in some way so that there might be

greater uniformity in the work and more harmonious cooperation.

In Buffalo several years ago such an association was organized. At

that time Mr. France, Mr. Hutchinson, and several others me1 to-

gether and organized an association of bee inspectors of the [Jnited

States and Canada, bul they had only an organization meeting and

have never met since. Such an organization is desirable, but per-

haps not all of those that would care to take part in the association

arc present.

Doctor White will now give us a demonstration on the brood <li>-

eases of bees, a subject on which he has made exhaustive studies.

THE BACTERIOLOGY OF BEE DISEASES."

By <;. V. White, Ph. 1)..

Of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.

The object of this paper is to discuss briefly the science of bacteri-

ology as it is used in the study of bee diseases and to give a summary
of the results of my work on these diseased conditions.

In our discussion of bacteriology, or the science which deals with

bacteria, it may be well to consider the subject inn lei- the following

heading-: | 1) The nature of bacteria
; (2) their distribution : ()'>) the

methods for studj ing them, and (4) the results of their activity.

THE NATURE OF BACTERIA.

Bacteria are considered by >onie scientists to be a form of life

lower than either animals or plants, but by the majority of authors

tiny arc looked upon as plants, and Ave shall so consider them at this

time without going into a detailed discussion of the arguments in

favor of such a view. Bacteria, often referred to a- germs, microbes,

or parasites, arc. then, very small plants, so small indeed that they

must he magnified 600 diameter- or more before they can be seen.

"At the meeting of the inspectors of apiaries Doctor White gave a demon-

stration of the work which lie lias done on the brood diseases of bees, showing,

in illustration of his address, slides and cultures of the various bacteria under

consideration. In view of this fact the stenographic report of his address is not

clear on all points, since the demonstrations are lacking. It has. therefore.

seemed best for Doctor White to write the article here published, giving a

popular discussion of this phase o\' the work which would he intelligible without

the demonstration. The substance of his remarks is .-ill included in this paper

except the pari pertaining to the work of other bacteriologists, which is dwelt

on at some length in the article herein published on '•The Present Status of

Bee I>ise;ise Investigation." This method of handling the subject in a published

report will make the subject much dearer to those who did not attend the

meeting a1 San Antonio.—E. F. P.
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These plants, then, constitute an invisible flora, which we can see onlv

by the use of a microscope of \ciy high magnifying power. The
morphology, or the structure, including form and size, is principally

of two types, rod-shaped or cylindrical and round or spherical. The
size of bacteria varies. Those which are rod shaped usually measure
from 1 to 3 6 microns in length and Prom one-half to I micron in

diameter. A micron is the unit of measure for very small objecl

and is equivalenl to •..-,,' of an inch. For example, if a single bac

terium of the rod form measures 2 microns, it would take L2,i500

placed end to end to measure 1 inch in length. The spherical bacteria

or cocci have about the same diameter as the rod shaped one .

Bacteria grow or multiply after a manner called fission; that is,

after increasing in size they become constricted in the middle, which
constriction finally severs the rod completely, and we then have two
bacteria where there was but one before. Under favorable condition

for growth, each bacterium divides by fission every twenty minutes,

or, in other word-, gives rise to three generations in one hour. Such

being their marvelous rate of increase, a little calculation will demon-
strate that countless million- may be formed in a short time under

favorable conditions, which are proper temperature, moisture, food

in correct proportions, and the absence of much light. The tempera-

ture most favorable for the growth of a species of bacteria which is

able to produce a diseased condition in animals is approximately th

temperature of the animal which is affected by such species. Mois-

ture is universally uecessary. The food must not be too concentrated.

Light inhibits the growth of bacteria. Direct sunlight is bacteri-

cidal : that is, it kills bacteria.

Many species produce spore- when the condition- are not favorable

for the multiplication of bacteria. These are small bodies formed in

the bacteria (probably never more than one in a single bacterium)
which arc somewhat comparable to the grain in wheat and corn.

These spores constitute a resting stage and usually also a very resist

ant stage, for high temperature and strong disinfectant solutions are

accessary to kill them. It is these spores which probably make the

control of the bee diseases more difficult. When the spore- again gain

access to a suitable ".-oil.*" for example, the body of an animal, they

germinate and a new growth take- place a- before.

Many species of bacteria have the power to move when they are in

a. liquid medium, while other- do not. This ability t<» move is due to

long, slender processes, which we call flagella, extending from the

body of the bacterium.

THE DISTRIB1 I i<>\ OF !'. \« Tia.'l \.

Bacteria are very widely distributed. Everyone is familiar with

the very wide distribution of the higher members of the plant king-
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• loin. as the trees, shrubs, flower-, and grasses, and we may for con-

venience refer to these plant- as the \dsible flora. There is also an

invisible flora, made up of the plants we can not -re except with the

aid of the miscrope. Thi- flora include- the very minute plants

referred to a- bacteria, and also the yeasts and some fungi. The dis-

tinct species of plants which belong to the invisible Mora outnumber

by far those which are visible to the naked eye. These microscopic

plant- are found upon the surface of the animal body and along the

digestive tract : they are found in the -oil. in the food we eat. and in

the water and milk we drink, but are not found within the normal

tissues of animal- and higher plant-.

IIoW BACTERIA AUK STUDIED.

The morphology or structure of bacteria i- studied with the aid of

a microscope of high magnification. Since the number of distinct

species of bacteria i- so extremely large, and since the shapes assumed

by them are so lew. it i- obvioii- that many different kinds must look

alike under the microscope. This is a point of considerable value in

connection with bee-disease work, since in some cases attempt- have

been made by the use of the microscope alone to determine what

species of bacteria was causing certain diseased conditions. With
our present knowledge it is not possible to make a positive diagnosis

of these diseases with the microscope alone. With the microscope we
are able to determine usually only the genus to which any bacterium

belongs. If we are trying to identify Bacillus alvei, for example, we
arc able with the microscope alone to say only that it is a Bacillus.

since it is -ecu to be a straight rod. Some other means is necessary to

determine the specie- (alvei) to which it belongs. For this purpose

we use artificial media or "soils" in which pure cultures of the bac-

teria are inoculated or planted.

The media in common use are bouillon and sugar-free bouillon.

gelatin, agar, and sugar-free bouillon to which ha- been added -mall

amounts of various sugars known in chemistry a- glucose, lactose,

saccharose, maltose, and levulose. In addition to these media, use is

made of potato, milk, and milk to which litmus ha- been added, so

that the reaction

—

whether acid, alkaline, or neutral—may be noted.

The bouillon is prepared from beef juice to which some peptone and

>-a\\ are added. Sugar-free bouillon is similar, except that the muscle

sugar ha- been removed. Gelatin i- made from pure -beet- of gel-

atin somewhat similar to that used in cooking, to which bouillon i-

added. The bouillon affords the food for the bacteria or other -mall

plant-, while the gelatin keep- the medium solid at ordinary tempera-

ture-. Agar-agar (or simply agar) i- the dried -tern of a certain sea-

weed which liquefies on heating; to this is added bouillon, as in the
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case of gelatin, which solution congeals, as doe- gelatin, on cooling.

The milk used is cow's milk with the butter fat removed. Before

using, all these media are sterilized by heat to kill all bacteria or fungi

which might be present.

Having prepared these soils in this way, before the inoculation of

them the bacteria must be obtained in pure culture. By pure culture

is meant the growth of one species only in a medium. Such a cul-

ture i- obtained by diluting a small quantity of the material, e. g.,

decayed larva?, containing the bacteria with a relatively large amount

of liquefied agar, and then pouring it into a shallow sterile glass

box (Petri dish). In this way we get only a few bacteria scat-

tered throughout a thin layer of the medium. Each bacterium then

begins to grow, and after a few hours it has produced ;i large num-

ber, which, being massed together, we are able to see with the naked

eye. This mass of bacteria, having been produced from one individ-

ual, constitutes a colony, and such a colony can contain but one spe-

cies, therefore we speak of it as pure. Pure cultures are then made
by inoculations from such a colony. The next step is to identfy this

species which we now have isolated from all other species. To do

this we inoculate a few or all of the differential media mentioned

above. After inoculating and growing the bacteria in these different

media or soils at about the body temperature for a day or longer we

observe the effect upon the various media produced by the growth of

the bacteria and the appearance of the growth in or upon these media.

All these phenomena and appearances we speak of as cultural char-

acter-. Having obtained in this way the cultural characters of a spe-

cies of bacteria, we are able to classify it by comparing these cultural

characters with the cultural characters of known specie-.

To illustrate this, let us take for example Bacillus coli communis,

found normally in the intestine of man and many animals, including

the intestine of the adult bee. Bacillus alvei^ found in European
foid brood, and Bacillus larva?, found in American foul brood.

Bacillus coli con munis by its growth in bouillon causes the latter t<>

become heavily clouded: Bacillus alvei makes it feebly clouded;

while Bacillus larvce does not grow at all in this soil and the bouillon

remains dear. In gelatin Bacillus coli communis grows very well

and does not liquefy the medium by its growth; Bacillus alvt i grows

wry slowly and only feebly and liquefies the gelatin; while Bacillus

larva does not grow at all in this medium. When Bacillus coli com-

munis is planted on potato it produce- a brownish growth; Bacillus

alvei on this medium produces a lemon-yellow growth, and Bacil-

lus larva fail- to -how any growth. When Bacillus coli communis
is planted in milk there follow.- a rapid souring of the milk' and a

firm coagulation of the casein; Bacillus alvei produce- a .-oft coagu-
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linn which is followed by a slow digestion or Liquefaction of the

casein; Bacillus larva does not grow in milk. In litmus milk.

Bacillus coli communis produces ;i large amounj of acid, which is

indicated by the change of the litmus to the red color: Bacillus alvei

produces no marked change in reaction, and Bacillus larva does

not grow in this medium. In the bouillons to which the sugars,

glucose, lactose, saccharose, etc., have been added, there is produced

by the growth of Bacillus coli communis, gas, and a large amount of

acid: Bacillus alvei doe- not produce gas and only a small amount

of acid by it- growth in the media containing sugars, while Bacillus

larva doe- not grow when planted in these " -oil-."* (I shall

speak later of a medium upon which Bacillus larva will grow.)

It is by these differences which we observe in the growth upon the

various media and the idled produced upon the different media by

the growth of the bacteria that we are able to determine one species

of bacteria from another.

THE RESULTS OF THE ACTIVITY OF BACTERIA.

Iii the consideration of this question it is convenient to divide the

bacterial flora into two groups—nonpathogenic, or those which do not

produce disease, and pathogenic, or those which do produce disease.

Some of th'* nonpathogenic bacteria are economically very important

as scavengers. The bodies of dead animals and plants are largely

brought to decay by them. The flavors of butter, cheese, and wine-

are thought to be improved by the growth of bacteria or other micro-

organisms—the fungi and the yeasts. Others of these micro-organ-

isms ruin the food, causing the souring of milk, the spoiling of fruit,

etc. Many diseases in man and animals are known to be caused by

bacteria, as tuberculosis, diphtheria, glanders, and anthrax.

I wish now to speak briefly of how bacteriology has been used in

i hr study of bee diseases, and to summarize the results which have

been obtained. For a more detailed account you are referred to a

bulletin issued by the Bureau of Entomology of the United States

Department of Agriculture—Technical Series, No. 11. " The Bacteria

of the Apiary, with Special Reference to Bee Diseases," issued

November 6, L906.

From what has been said one would naturally infer that in every

apiary, whether diseased or not, there are on the hives, comb-, and

bees a large number of bacteria that are perfectly harmless. If one

is trying to find in a diseased apiary the species of bacteria which i-

the probable cause of the trouble, what i- the method of procedure?

Suppose there were two herd- oi' cattle on adjoining farm- and the

cattle oil one farm were dying while those on the other remained well.

[f it were suspected that some plant which the cattle were eating wa- the
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cause of death, naturally the plain would be selected which waj

Pound on the farm where the animals were sick and which was not

found on the farm where the animals remained well. This is

exactly the kind of reasoning used when we arc looking for the

bacteria which arc causing the diseases among bees, This neces

sitates, as you see, the study of all the bacteria which are present in

any apiary, whether diseased or uot, as well as those m diseased

apiaries.

Ai the time we began the work on bee diseases, in June. L902, the

disorders which were causing the greatest trouble were known to

bee keepers as black brood, foul brood, pickle brood, and paralysis.

After the study of a large number of samples of brood affected by

disease which was being called black brood and the finding of

Bacillus alvei in all of them, it is very clear that this disease is

the sinic as that investigated by Cheyne in L885 and called by him
M

foul brood;" he first described Bacillus alvei. " Black brood" was
a name given by Dr. William R. Howard, of Fort Worth. Tex., to a

disease which he thought existed in New York State, and he described

as its cause Bacillus milii. After a careful search in New'- York State

for a disease containing Bacillus milii we were unable to find it. and

there seems to he no around for the description of a new disease.

What has been called black brood by Doctor Howard is obviously the

type of foul brood which we now distinguish as European foul brood.

In the decaying larvae and dried scales found in the cell- in the

disease which was receiving the name of foul brood there were -ecu

by the use of the microscope a very large number of the -pore- of bac-

teria, and in the larva? in the early stage of the disease there were

observed bacteria in the rod form. When these spores were planted

upon the media or -oil- which have been explained earlier in this

paper, they would not grow. It became necessary, then, to devise a

-oil in which the growth could be obtained. After a number of im

successful attempts, a medium or soil was made from healthy bee

larvae in which the -pore- would germinate and the bacteria would

grow. By a study of this species, which was found in the dead larvae

of this disease and which was not found in the healthy apiary, it was

evident that it was not Bacillus alvei, and. since Bacillus alvei i- not

present at all. we know that this disease is not the foul brood which

Cheyne had reported in his work in L885. Since it i- not this type »f

foul brood, what could it be? By carefully reviewing all the work
which had been done by others, the conclusion was inevitable that this

diseased condition had not been described properly from a bacterial

standpoint a- a disease separate and distinct from the foul brood of

Cheyne, but that the mi-take had been made for a long time of calling

two different and distinct diseases which affected the brood of '.

by one name. This condition was reported to the Jfew York State
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department of agriculture in a report to thai department made in

January. L903, and another in January, L904:. In the latter report

this condition, for want of definite information, was referred to as

•• X brood " and the bacillus as Bacillus X. At the suggestion of

Dr. E. F. Phillip-, of the Bureau of Entomology, United States

Department of Agriculture, it was thought best for very good rea-

sons to retain the name foul brood in the name of each disease and

add a qualifying word to designate the difference between the two

diseases. " European " i- added to foul brood to designate the disease

which Cheyne studied in England (Europe) in 1885, and "American "

i- added to the foul brood which was first studied in the United States

i America i. We distinguish, then, European foul brood and Ameri-

can foul brood. Both of these diseases of the brood of bees seem to

be found in Europe a- well as America. It must therefore he remem-

bered that these names do not put any stigma on either country.

Europe or America, hut. on the contrary. Europe is thereby given

the credit of having- first studied the European foul brood and

America for having first studied American foul brood.

In a study of the so-called "pickle brood" Ave are unable to >ULr -

gest from a bacteriological standpoint any cause for the disease. A
study has been made of the bacteria found upon the healthy adult bee

and those found in the intestine and also the bacteria found upon and

within the adult bee- suffering with palsy or paralysis, but so far no

suggestion can be made from a bacteriological standpoint as to the

cause of this disorder of the adult bee. •

To conclude. I .-hall read, with your permission, the summary of

the work reported in the bulletin referred to above.

SUMMARY TO PART I.

The results of the study of the bacteria found n rraally in the apiary may he

briefly summarized as fi Hows;

i t i The temperature i f the hive approximates thru of warm-blooded animals.

1
1'

i Upon adult hees and upon the comb there occurs quite constantly a species

of bacteria which we refer to in this gaper as Bacillus A. and which, it is

hcliev<>d. is tii«. organism that seme workers have contused with Bacillus <tlr<i

which is universally present in European foul brood.

i
."'>

i There occurs very constantly in the pollen and intestine of adult bees a

species here referred to as Bacillus B.

i i' From the combs Bacterium cyaneus, Saccharom is, and a Micros

i. ecus referred t > here as Micrococcus c have heen isolated and studied.

i .~» i Honey from a healthy hive is. as a rule, sterile.

(fj) The normal larva? .-ire. ;is ; i rule, sterile.

.7i There is an anaerobe found quite constantly in the intestine >>\' the

healthy honey bee. It is referred to in this paper as Bacterium l>.

From the intestine there have been isolated and studied the following

micro-organisms: Bacillus cloacor, Bacillus coli communis, Bacillus clu

echnical Series. No. 14, Bur. Ent, l . S. Dept. Agric.
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Bacillus 8ubgastricu8, Bacterium tnycoides, Pseudomonas fluort scens //</

;iml two referred to -is Bacillus /.'. and Saccharomyces l Others less frequentlj

preseul have been Isolated, but m>t Btudied.

i '.»
i in two samples of brood with unknown disease there was found u species

(•I yeast plain here referred to as Saccharomyces O.

SUM M OKY TO PART 1 1.

Following is a brief summary of the results of the presenl investigati »n ol

diseases
;

(l » There are a number of diseased conditions which affect the apiary.

i
1'

I The disease which seems to cause the most rapid loss to the apiarist is

European foul brood, in which is found Bacillus <ilr<i— tirst isolated, studied,

and uamed by Cheshire and Cheyne in 1885.

i 3 i The distribution of Unci 1 1 us alvei in the infected hive is as follows ;

(a) The greatest number of infecting germs are found in the bodies of dead

larwe.

i // 1 The pollen stored in the cells of the foul-brood combs contains many of

these infecting organisms.

(C) The honey stored in brood combs infected with this disease has lie mi

Found to contain a few bacilli of this species.

(</) The surface of combs, frames, and hives may be contaminated.

(e) The wings, head, legs, thorax, abdomen, and intestinal contents of adult

bees were found to be contaminated with Bacillus alvei.

i/') Bacillus alvei may appear in cultures made from the ovary of queens

from European foul-brood colonies, but the presence of this species suggests

contamination from the body of the queen while the cultures are being made

nid has no special significance.

i I i The disease which seems to be most widespread in the United States we

have called American foul brood, and the organism which has been found con

Stantly present in the disease we have called Bacillus Itirnr. This disorder

was thoughl by many in this country and other countries as well to lie the foul

br 1 described by Cheshire and Cheyne, but such is not the case.

lot From the nature of American foul brood it is thought that the organism

has a similar distribution to that of Bacillus alvei.

(6) It appears that European foul brood was erroneously called "New York

bee disease " or M black brood"' by Dr. William It. Howard in 1900.

(Ti There is a diseased condition affecting the brood of bees which is being

called by the bee keepers "'pickle brood.*' No conclusion can be drawn from

the investigation so far as to the cause of the disease.

(8) Vspergillus pollinis, ascribed b> Dr. William R. Howard as the cause of

[tickle brood, has not been found in this investigation and is not believed by the

author to have any etiological relation to the so-called "pickle brood."

(9) Palsy or paralysis is a diseased condition of the adult bees. No 'oii-

clusion can yet be drawn as to its cause.

(10) Formaldehyde gas as ordinarily used in the apiaries is insufficient to

insure complete disinfect jon,

I ONI l.i --ions.

in a paragraph the author wishes, if possible, to presenl the status of the bee

diseases in this country, it should be remembered, Brstly, thai "black brood"

can now be dropped from our vocabulary, and probably does nol exisl ;-seeondly,

lhat the term " foul brood " was being applied to two distincl diseases, one of

e diseases we now refer to as European, foul brood, because it first received

30547—No. 7iV-(i7m 2
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a scientific study from a European investigator. We refer to the other disease

as American foul brood, because it was first studied scientifically in America.

There is one more disorder in the brood of hees which has attracted considerable

attention—the so-called "pickle brood." There are. then, these three principal

diseases: European foul brood. American foul brood, and the so-called "pickle

brood."

Doctor Phillips. We surely have all been glad to listen to Doctor

White in his most interesting account of his work. It will he well at

this time to ask him any questions concerning this work' which may
have come to mind. Before opening this subject for discussion I

wish to say that after this discussion I shall take up in detail the

works which Doctor White has criticized. Consequently, if you have

no objection, Ave will hold over until later any discussion of these

papers.

Mr. C. P. Dadant. As I understand it, there exist these two bacilli

(Bacillus alvei and Bacillus larvae) and also Bacillus mesqntericus

vulgatus. Have you samples of all three of the bacilli (

Doctor White. Yes, sir; that (pointing to slides) i< Bacillus lar-

vcb; that (showing cultures) is the Bacillus alvei, and the next, B<k'< ] -

I us rnesentericus. There are a number of varieties of Bacillus rru si n-

tericus, and vulgatus is one of them.

SYMPTOMS OF BEE DISEASES.

Mr. Dadant. Will you please give us a description of the two dis-

eases—that is, of the conditions arising when Bacillus larva and

Bacillus alvei are present in the combs?

Doctor White. I should like to ask Doctor Phillips to answer that

question.

Doctor Phillips. I shall simply quote from Doctor White's bulle-

tin. There was issued from the Bureau of Entomology some time

ago a small circular, Circular No. TO, entitled " The Brood Disease-

of Bees," and in this circular was included a description of the two

diseases which Doctor White has been studying. Doctor White was

kind enough to quote in his bulletin from Circular No. 79. and I shall

read the descriptions.

AMEBICAN FOCI. HROOD.

American foul brood (often called simply "Pud brood "
i is distributed

through all parts of the United States, and from the symptoms published in

European journals and texts one is led to believe that it is also the prevalent

brood disease in Europe. Although it is found in almost all sections of the

United States, there are many localities entirely free from disease of any kind.

The adull bees of an infected colony are usually rather inactive and do little

toward cleaning out infected material. When the larvae are lirst affected, they

linn to a lighl Chocolate color, and in the advanced Stages of decay they become

darker, resembling roasted coffee in color. Usually the larva- are attacked at

aboul the time v\' capping, and most of the cells containing infected larva' are
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capped. As decay proceeds, t in-st- capplnga become sunken and perforated, und,

as the healthy brood emerges, the comb Bhowa the scattered cells containing

larvae which have died of disease, still capped. The most noticeable charac

teristic of this infection is the fact that when a small stick is Inserted in u

larva whirl) has died of the disease, and slowly removed, the broken-down
tissues adhere to it and will often stretch out for several inches before break

in::. When the larva dries, it forms a tightly adhering scale of very dark brown
color, which can best be observed when the comb is held so that a bright lighl

strikes the lower side wall. Decaying larvre which have died of this disease

have a rery characteristic odor, which resembles a poor quality of glue. This

disease seldom attacks droue or queen larva?, it appears to he much more

virulent in the western part of the United States than in the Bast

EUROPE \ \ Ioil. BROOD.

European foul brood i often called "black brood "i is not nearly as widespread

in the United states as is American foul brood, bu1 in certain parts of the coun

try it has caused enormous losses, it is steadily on the increase and is con

stantly being reported from new localities, it is therefore desirable that bee

keepers he on the watch for it.

Adult hees in infected colonies are not very active, but do succeed in cleaning

cm some of the dried scales. This disease attacks larvae earlier than does

American foul brood, and a comparatively small percentage of the diseased

brood is ever capped. The diseased lar\;e which are capped over have sunken

and perforated cappings. The larva 1 when first attacked show a small yellow

spot on the body near the head and move uneasily in the cell. When death

oc.nrs. they turn yellow, then brown, and finally almost black. Decaying larvae

which have died of this disease do not usually stretch out in a long thread when
a small stick is inserted and slowly removed. Occasionally there is a very

slight " ropiness," but this is never very marked. The thoroughly dried larvae

form irregular scales which are not strongly adherent to the lower side wall of

the cell. There is very little odor from decaying larva' which have died from

this disease, and when an odor is noticeable it is not the "glue-pot " odor of the

Vmerican foul brood, hut more nearly resembles that of soured dead brood.

This disease attacks drone and queen larva' very soon after the colony is in-

fected. It is as a rule much more infeetions than American foul br 1 and

spreads more rapidly. On the other hand, it sometimes happens that the disease

will disappear of its own accord, a thing which the author n< ver knew to occur

in a genuine case of American foul brood. European foul brood is most destruc-

tive during the spring and early summer, often almost disappearing in late

summer and autumn.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION.

Mr. France (Wisconsin). When I was with Doctor Phillips and

Inspector Elutchinson in Michigan studying the difference between

American and European foul brood, it occurred t<> me that it was

possible to bring together at this time specimens of diseased brood

from different localities. En my own city (Platteville, Wis.) I round

-ample- of diseased comb and had reserved them for this meeting, hut

unfortunately three of the four -ample- in my possession contained

moth larvae, and it was impossible t<> tell anything about the disease.

The only one that I -till have is now in my grip.

Mr. Dadant. Where were those samples from?
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Mr. France. From Michigan.

Doctor Phillips. Our first accurate knowledge of European foul

brood in the United States was the epidemic in New York State, and

most bee keeper.- -till look on the disease as -till being confined to that

State. However, European foul brood is now round in New York,

Vermont, Massachusetts, Connecticut, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Ohio, West Virginia, Michigan, Indiana, and Illinois. Reports have

been received at the Bureau of Entomology from all those State-.

The disease is rapidly going west.

COMPARISON OF DISEASES.

Mi-. William Ai< m.r.v (Texas). Which of the two diseases is con-

sidered worse, the American or the European foul brood ?

Doctor Phillips. That is a point which was simply suggested in

the descriptions just read. European foul brood spreads more rap-

idly than the other, but at the same time it will at times absolutely

disappear of its own accord, which i- something that the American

foul brood seems not to do. We have these two factor- over against

each other, and I should as soon try to eradicate one disease a- the

other. As far as loss is concerned there seems to be very little differ-

ence.

Mr. J. Q. Smith. (Illinois). How many specimens have been sent to

the Bureau of Entomology from Illinois?

Doctor Phillips. Two, I believe.

Mr. Smith. I was in correspondence with some of the persons hav-

ing this disease among their bees, and I advised them to -end samples

to you.

INFECTION IX HONEY.

Mr. lv. A. Holekamp (Missouri). Have the bacteria of both dis-

eases been found in honey from infected hives?

Doctor White. We believe that the infecting agent may be present

in honey in each case, since the experience of the bee keeper ha- been

that the infection of a healthy colony has followed the feeding of

honey from hives affected by either disease.

INFECTION OF LAKY.L.

Mr. A. II. A.nderson ( Utah). How doe- the larva become infected?

Doctor Phillips. The manner by which this is brought about is not

all entirely certain, but the facts would tend to show that it is through

feeding on infected material.

Doctor White. It would appear that internally the contamination

is caused by being carried by worker bee-. A> they move over the

combs and clean out the cells they come in contact with contaminated

material. On any part of the body one can find Bacillus alvei; so I

-hall leave it to you. a- you are more conversant with bees,
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Doctor Phillips. The bacteria in a diseased colony are presenl

everywhere. They are Pound all over the adult bees, on the queens, on

the outside of the comb, and every place else. They do not, however,

grow in honey; they quickly go from the rod condition i<> the spore

condition and remain in the latter condition indefinitely when in

honey. A.ccording to the statement just made, ii would seem thai a

bee from an infected hive would always carry disease. The Pact is,

however, that if the bees have been away from this infection for

some time they will not transmit the disease. Give them a new clean

hive with no food, so that all the honey is used up from the inside

of the body. The infection from the outside does not seem to spread

the disease if no brood is reared for a few days.

Mr. Smith. I believe that the reason why the bee loses the infection

is because a certain time elapses before the comb is drawn out and

young larvae are present which are large enough to become infected.

But I know this fact: [f you shake bees from a diseased colony onto

combs that contain healthy larvae, yon might as well leave the larvae,

for disease at once appears. I have tried that.

BACTERIA IN QUEENS.

Mr. Dadant. In either case have the bodies of queens been in-

spected I

Doctor White. The bodies of queens have been inspected, and while

the internal organs contained these organisms, the ovaries seldom do.

and where Bacillus alvei i> found in the ovary, or in our cultures

made from the ovary, they occur very seldom, and the probability is

that they get there through contamination in making the cultures

rather than from being found in the ovary itself. The ovaries are

very -mall and one must work with instruments that are sufficiently

large to handle. It is almost impossible to take culture- from the

ovary and not get contamination from the outside.

" BLACK BROOD."

Mr. II. II. Root (Ohio). I thought I understood Doctor White to

say that the disease called black brood has not been found in New

York.

Doctor Phillips. What Doctor White said was that there is no such

thin^ as black brood. The name black brood was a blunder.

I \ I |.< I [ON CARRIED TO FLOWERS.

Mr. Smith. Then if, a- yon say, the contamination is always

present on the adult bee- from diseased colonies, why i- it not pos-

sible to carry it to the blossoms and leave H on the pollen, so that the

next bee visiting the same flower would carry germs to it- hive?

Doctor Phillips. It i-. of course, possible, but highly improbable.
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\ I 1 \I.Ii V mi SPORES.

Mr. France. As to the duration of this bacillus in the spore form.

how long can it remain in honey and still have vitality to grow under

propci - conditions?

Doctor Phillips. I have never determined any limit. It is known
that very old honey from an infected hive will transmit disease to a

colony.

Mr. France. In my State (Wisconsin) we had an experience bear-

ing on this point where combs contained American foul brood. The

bees had died, leaving the combs containing dead dried-up larva?, and

the owner, anxious to start in bees again, put the hives away in the

granary, and four years afterwards hived bees on them and American

fold brood started anew.

Mr. D. II. Coggshall (X. Y.). When honey was -hipped from

Cuba several years ago and scattered all over the United State-, if

it was left where bees from this country could get to it. the disease

was certainly scattered broadcast.

PUBLICATIONS OX BEE DISEASES.

Doctor Phillips. I desire at this time to announce the publication

of three pamphlets on bee diseases issued by the Bureau of Pmto-

mology. Circular Xo. 79, "The Brood Diseases of Bees." was issued

three or four weeks ago. I have just this morning received copies

of a paper by Doctor White, Technical Series, Xo. 14, entitled. " The
Bacteria of the Apiary, with Special Reference to Bee Diseases."

Th^ was issued on Xovember 6, and was received here this morning.

I have also a pamphlet here from the Bureau of Entomology con-

taining all the laws in force relative to bee-disease inspection. This

i- a reprint from Bulletin Xo. 61, " The Laws in Force Against

Injurious Insects and Foul Brood in the United State-." A recent

order of the Secretary of Agriculture has put a stop to the free

distribution of bulletins, but they can be purchased from the Superin-

tendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,

I). C. The price of Technical Series. No. 1!. is 10 cents,

The following paper was then read by Doctor Phillips:

THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE INVESTIGATION OF BEE DISEASES.

By ]•:. l'. Phillips, Pb l>..

Of the i . s. Department of Agriculture.

I wish to take up two or three phase- of this work about which

Doctor White lias been -peaking, and to add some additional point-.

In regard to the history of the investigation of bee diseases prior to

L885, I can do no better than to quote the historical resume contained
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in a paper by Prof. F. C. Harrison, entitled " Foul Brood of Bees,"

published as Bulletin L12 of the Ontario Agricultural College:

in all probability the first definite reference to foul brood is by Aristotle

(Historia Animalium, Book IX. ch. 27), who mentions an Inertness which

seizes the bees and causes ;t bad smell in the bive. lie also suggests thai bees

are liable to become diseased when the Mowers on which they work are

attacked by blight. Bee dysentery as well as foul brood causes a had odor;

inn in the former disease the spotting and consequent smell are usually outside

I he hive.

Columella (De Re Rustica, Book IX. ch. 13) mentions a bee pestilence and

.in annual distemper which seizes the heos iii spring. Pliny (Natural History,

Book XI. ch. 1!». A. I). T'.M writes el' a disease of heos. mil as he uses the same

term as Aristotle he has probably copied it from the latter author.

Schiracfa (Histoire des Abeilles, eh. III. p. 56, La Have. 1771 i. in 1769, was

the first writer to name the disease "foul brood." He says:

It is dangerous and a most destructive' disorder to the hees. a genuine plague
when the complaint has reached a certain stage. The cause can he attributed
to two sources: (1) The putrid (or tainted i food with which the hoes feed

the larva- for lack of having hotter. (2) By the mistake of the queen bee in

misplacing the larvae in their cells, head upside down. In this position the

young bee, unable to get out of its prison, dies and rots away.

Further, Schirach dearly distinguishes between foul brood and chilled brood,

and mentions the fact that putrefaction follows the death of the brood from

frost, lmt in this case " it is only an accident and not a disease."

The remedy Schirach recommended was to remove all diseased comhs from

the infected hives and to keep the hees fasting' for two days, after which they

arc furnished with other cakes of wax and a suitable remedy given, "as a

little hot water mixed with honey, nutmeg, and saffron, or a syrup composed

Of equal parts of sugar and wine 1 seasoned with nutmeg." Thus, as Cowan
(Journal of the Royal Agricultural Society. Vol. VI, Part IV, 1895) remarks:
" We had given us nearly one hundred and thirty years ago a method of cure

almost identical with what is by some claimed as new to-day."

Tessier (L'Encyclopedie Methodique, Abeille, p. 32, 1765) about the same

time as Schirach says that when the larwe die in their cells it causes an in

fectiou in the hive which makes the bees sick. It is then necessary to drive

away or sometimes move the hees from the hive, and to take care to fumigate

the infected hive if it is going to he used again. It is necessary, in order to

avoid the same inconvenience, to take out the parts of the eomh that may he

moulded by reason of the dampness. Duehet (Culture des Abeilles, p. 315,

Vevey, 1771), who wrote on hoes in 1771, does not mention any disease that

can he certified as foul brood, hnt he describes bee dysentery.

Delia Rocca (Traite Complel sur l«
i s Abeilles, Vol. III. p. 261, Paris. I7*.i<n.

vicaire-general of Syra. an island in the Levant, relates with much detail the

history of an epidemic of foul brood, which caused ureal destruction in Lhe

island during the years 1777 to 1780. Delia Rocca describes very minutely the

symptoms, destruction, and mistakes that were made in attempting to COmbal

I he disease. He says :

The disease manifests its presence by defects in the comhs filled with brood,
and which only contain a putrid mass: instead of the bee pupa' there is only
rottenness in the cells, which, however, being capped, always preserve a healthy
appearance. If these cells are broken open, a blackish liquid flows out. which
spreads the infection through the hive. This disease only manifests itself

in cells which contain a nearly mature larva or a capped one. The hees them-
selves remain in good health, and work with the same activity, hut their

numbers decrease daily. This disease, however, was not so general in a hive
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but ili.n a small portion escaped. Some new bees emerged but in too small

numbers to supply the dailj losses. Thus a hive attacked by this scourge will

perisb from scarcity <>f population. A1 first it was not noticed that this disease

was epidemic, and the bives emptied by death of the bees were idled with fresh

swarms, and these contracted the same disease and perished. Yet another
mistake was made. The remains of the hives that were lost were taken into the

streets of the town to expose them to the sun in order to extract all the wax.
and the bees from the neighborhood sucked tip the honey, caught the disease,

and communicated it to other hives, and all. without exception, perished in a

short ti The epidemic having readied the island spread everywhere, and
the mortality among the bees was general, either from eating infected honey, or

from stopping up the infected combs, or from the bees nourishing their brood
on infected honey.

Delia Rocca criticises Schirach's statement regarding the misplacement of

Mm- lar\.-e by the queen as a cause of the disease, because "everybody knows

thai the queen has nothing else to do hut deposit eggs. These are then cared

for and nourished by the bees; and when the larva is nearly ready to change

into the pupa, the bees close the cell, and every position which is given the larva

depends on their good pleasure and not on the queen's." Delia Rocca himself

thinks that "some pestilential blight had without doubt corrupted the quality

of the honey and the dust from the anthers." and recommends "burning every-

thing without pity, as there is no other resource when the disease is well

established, as the pest is without doubt the most terrible in the natural history

of bees."

Neither Wildman (Treatise on the Management of Bees, London. 1796), Keys

(Ancient Beemasters Farewell. London, 1790. Woolridge), Needham (Brussels

Memoirs. Vol. II. 1780, Rhein), Reaumur (Memoirs pour Servir a l'Histoire

Naturelle des Insectes, T. V.. p. 1734), and other authors about the same time

i latter end of the eighteenth century) mention this disease.

Bevan (The Honey Bee, London, 1827) names the disease "pestilence." and

also quotes Schirach's name, "foul brood." and says regarding it that the

"pestilence has been attributed to the residence of dead larvae in the cells,

from a careless deposition of ova by the queen. * * * It has also been

attributed to cold and bad nursing; that is. feeding with unwholesome food."

Nothing further of note appears in bee literature till the year 1860, when
Doctor Leuckhart (Bienen Zeitung, Eichstadt, ls<;o. p. 232) writes that he was
formerly of the opinion that foul brood was caused by the same fungus

{Panhistopliyton ovatum) which is noticed in a disease of the silkworm, but

now, after observation and experiment, is quite certain that the disease id-

ealised by neither vegetable nor animal parasite. He also notes that the term
•• foul brood" is applied to a number of diseases affecting bees.

Molitor Muhlfeld (Bienen Zeitung, Eichstadt. 1868, p. 95) recognizes two
forms, one contagious and the other not contagious, and thinks that the only

cause of contagious foul brood is a fly (Ichneumon opium melliftcarium) which
lays its eggs on the young larva* of the bee.

A discovery of note was Preuss's (Bienen Zeitung, 1868, p. 225), in 1868. He
contradicts Muhlfeld's statement about the fly, and states that foul-brood cells

can lie detected by the sunken cap. With a microscope magnifying 600 diam-

eters he found small, dust-like bodies, with a diameter of
-J^ mm., belonging to

the genus Cryptococcus (Kutzig), ami called the specific form alvearis, likened

it to the fermentation fungus {Cryptococcus fermentum), and thought that the

las! germ gained access to the young bee and changed to Cryptococcus alvearis.

lb' notices that many experts lay the cause of the disease to fermenting fo d,

but the larvae are easily contaminated by the fermentation fungus, which is

always present in the air. He also uieutipns the enormous rapidity w ith which
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the fungus multiplies, find gives an elaborate calculatl f the number thai

might be found In a cell containing n deceased larva

As mighl have been expected, Preuss's statemenl aroused considerable dla

cussion ;ii the meeting of German bee-keepers' ;t short while after the publication

of his paper.

Vogel (Bienen Zeitung, Nos. 21 and 22) expressed <
d >t 1 1 >i aa to whether

C. alvearis was the real cause < f foul brood or only ;i consequence of the disease,

i. in on tln> whole agreed with Preuss.

Wiegand (Bienen Zeitung, Nos. 21 and 22) agreed with Preuss's theory, and

in giving his experience said thai the disease was Introduced into his apiary

through honey broughl from a distance.

Pollman (Bienen Zeitung, Nos. 21 and 22) believed thai the disease was intro

duced by feeding honey from Havannam, where, when extracting the honey,

both brood and honeycomb were mashed up and the honey pressed out.

Doctor Leuekhart (Bienen Zeitung, Nos. L'l and 22) agreed with those who
thoughl the disease due to a fungus, bu1 discredited the supposition thai it was

the same as the fermentation fungus mentioned by Preuss, and rather thoughl

it was related to the silkworm fungus and thai most of the brood dis<

ending in death were called "foul brood," while they were really something

else, lie believed thai the fungus was present in the eggs of the queen when

laid.

Geilen (Bienen Zeitung, Nos. 21 and 22) believed thai the disease came from

the putrefying remains of animal bodies upon which the bees alighted.

Muhlfeld (Bienen Zeitung, 1869, No. :*.
» again, in 1869, presented his former

views and also those of Preuss and gave directions for maintaining the health

of bees, lie recommended the boiling of the honey and a use el' carbolic acid

in the strength of 1 : 100, or permanganate of potash 1 : 300, as disinfectants.

Lambrechl (Bienen Zeitung, 1870, No. 2.) thought that foul brood was caused

by fermentation of the bee bread.

Ilallier (Bienen Zeitung, 1870, No. 2) considered it no specific disease, but

thoughl it was probably produced by different fungi.

Cornallia (Bienen Zeitung, 1870, No. 5) proved contrary to the above and

found a fungus which he thought developed foul brood. He called it Grypto-

eoccus alvearis and used carbolic acid, potassium permag, and lime water as

disinfectants.

Fisher (Bienen Zeitung, 1871, pp. 105-125) advanced a new foul-brood theory

in 1871, which somewhat follows the view of Liebig regarding the silkworm

disease and plant diseases. According to this theory, the predisposing cause

was insufficient nourishment, especially short -tores for wither and spring.

Shortage of pollen supply was the nexl cause. Fisher tried to prove his views

by the practical experience of bee keepers and explained that the first resull of

repeated and continued feeding was an increase in the production of bees; and

.i coiTsequenl disproportion between breed and brood feeders arose, which should

be looked upon as another cause of foul brood. The disease, be said, mighl be

lessened or exterminated by applying means to reduce the production of brood, as

the removing of the queen and the area which the brood occupied. Foul brood

is probably the cause <'\' a quantitative dearth of nourishment and a consequent

degeneration of the bees. The appearance of fungus growths was only a sec-

ondary matter.

Schonfeld (Bienen Zeitung, 1874, pp. 201 and 261) infected several hives

with foul brood, and when it hail fully developed he took a comb of the rotten

br 1 to the Physiological Institute at Breslau and had it submitted to a micro-

scopical examination by Doctors Cohn and Eidam (Bienen Zeitung, 1874, pp. 201
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and 261 I. This examination showed that in every dead larva and in each foul

brood cell, whether the contents were yet white and fluid or brown, tenacious,

.Mid ropy, there were t<» he found long oval bodies, which Preuss called "micro-

cocci." close t<> and among them, Cohn was the firsl to And, with the most

powerful of the live microscopes thai were used, a countless number of slender

pale rods, joined together, and which he a1 once identified as bacteria of the

genus Bacillus. The length of a single rod was about <*, micromillimeters, but

many of them were two and three jointed, so that these foul brood bacteria

microscopically resembled the anthrax bacteria, though of course they were
different physiologically and in the manner in which they acted as ferments.

it is not surprising when we remember the state of bacteriological knowledge
in 1870, that Preuss should have mistaken micrococci for the spores of a bacillus.

In L885 the first investigation which merited close attention was

published in the Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society, entitled

" The Pathogenic History and History under Cultivation of a New
Bacillus (B. alvei), the Cause of a Disease of the Hive Bee Hitherto

Known as Foul Brood.'" by Frank 11. Cheshire, F. R. M. S., F. L. S.,

and W. Watson Cheyne. M. B., F. R. C. S. One point is here to be

especially noticed, there were two authors of this paper. The paper

was divided into Part I. Pathogenic History, by Mr. Cheshire, and

Part II, History Under Cultivation, by Mr. Cheyne. and with the

latter part Mr. Che- hire had nothing whatever to do. Bee keepers

are generally giving Mr. Cheshire the credit for this work, hut it is

dear that Mr. Cheyne. the man who did the bacteriological work.

should be the one to get the credit. The description of the disease,

contained in Part I, is as follow- :

V7e mi hire of foul brood as <i germ disease.—If a comb he removed from

neai- the center of a healthy hive during the summer months its cells will

normally he filled with eggs, larvae, and pupae in every sta.se of development.

The eggs as left by the ovipositor of the queen or mother adhere commonly by

the end to the hase of the cells they occupy, and favored by the high tempera-

ture constantly maintained within the hive, the germinal vesicle at about three

days matures into a larva ready for hatching. These eggs 1 have shown as lia-

ble to the disease even before they leave the body of the mother, hut most careful

microscopic examination is needful to make this apparent (and of which 1

shall speak presently more particularly). <>n the contrary, the larvae, which

are constantly fed by the workers, so change in appearance soon after in-

fection that a practiced eye at once detects the presence of the disease. Whilst

healthy their bodies are of a beautiful pearly whiteness, lying, at first floating,

in the ahnndant pabulum the nurses are ever ready to supply. As they^row
they curl themselves at the bottom of the cells until they become too strait

tor their occupants, which now advance to the head to he in readiness for the

cocoon spinning, which follows upon the dose of the eating stage. When the

disease strikes the larvae they move uneasily in their cells, and often then pre-

sent the dorsal surface to its mouth, * * * so that mere posture is no insuffi-

cient evidence of an unhealthy condition. The color changes to yellow, passing

on by degrees toward a pale brown, whilst the skin becomes flaccid ami opaque;

death soon occurs, when the body, now shrunken by evaporation, lies on the

lower side of the cell, increasing in depth of tone, until in a few days nothing
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more than a nearly black scale remains, should the larva?, however, escape con

tamination until nearly the period of pupahood, they are sealed over in the nor

mal waj by a cover made of pollen-grains and wax, and which i--

pervious to air. The cover Furnishes ;i screen, on which pari of the cocoon is

soon after spread, but the inhabitanl of the cell is marked out for death, and

before verj long the capping or sealing sinks and becomes concave, and in ii

punctures of an irregular character appear. * * * ami this is a nearly

conclusive sign of the diseased condition of the colony. 'The sense of smell is

also appealed to, as ;i peculiar, very offensive, and extremely characteristic

odor now escapes from the diseased combs. The bees, in addition, lose energy,

but become unusually active in ventilating their hive i».\ standing al the door,

heads toward home, and flapping their wings persistently so that a strong out-

current, and as ;i necessary consequence, ;i correspondingly indraught are set

up. Should any attempt be made al removing a dead larva which has as-

sumed a deep brown tint, its body tenaciously adhering to the cell wall will

stretch out into long and thin strings like half-dried glue. The microscopisl can

easily explain this. The thin chitinous aerating sacs and trachea- do oot un

dergo decomposition at all easily, and these remaining, occasion the peculiarity

referred to. ::: * * The disease is terribly infectious, and once started soon

spreads from cell to eel! and not unfrequout ly from stock to stock.

Mr. Cheshire was doubtless quite familiar with the disease of (he

brood and this description of the symptoms, we may assume, was not

made from any one case, hut from his entire experience. At -that

time two diseases of the brood were not recognized. We are justi-

fied in concluding that both diseases existed in England at that time.

as they do now. and doubtless Mr. Cheshire had seen both without

realizing that he was dealing with two distinct maladies. In this

description he speaks of the disease as attacking brood at various

time-, for he says: " Should the larva, however, escape contamination

until nearly the period of pupahood," etc. Mis description before

that sentence applies as well to what we now call European foul

brood a- to American foul brood, while the latter description, espe-

cially where he -peak- of the odor and ropiness, is undoubtedly drawn

from experience with what we now call American foul brood. There

i-. at any rate, ground for the supposition that Mi-. Cheshire was

dealing with two diseases.

In the case of Mr. Cheyne, however, the case was entirely different.

He was probably not familiar with the brood disease from practical

experience. He also probably did all his work from one specimen, for

he says: "On Augu-t 11. L884, Mr. Che-hire brought to me a piece

of comb containing larvae affected with foul brood, with which I per-

formed tin' following experiment-." In describing this specimen he

says: "These larva? were dead, of a yellowish color, and almost

liquid." This description certainly applies a- well to European foul

I »rood. Since the original description of Bacillus alv< i is so important

in this work, it may be well to quote entire Mr. Cheyne's pan of this

paper. This is practically unavailable to bee keeper-, since it i- con-
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tained in ;i journal to which few bee keepers can have access. It is

a- follows:

On Angusl 11th, 1884, Mr. Cheshire broughl to me a piece of comb containing

larva1 affected with foul brood, with which I performed the following experi-

ments: Selecting cells which were closed, bu1 which Mr. Cheshire thought con-

tained diseased larva?, I brushed them over with a watery solution of bichloride

of mercury (1:1000) to destroy the organisms on the outside With several

forceps, that had been heated and allowed to cool, the covering of the cell was

picked Off so ;is to display the diseased larva?. These larva? were dead, of a

yellowish color, and almost liquid, and on examination afterwards their juices

were found to contain numerous moving bacilli. By means of a heated platinum

wire, tubes of meat infusion rendered solid by gelatin (in per cent), or by

Japanese Isinglass, were inoculated from several of these larva? and kept :it a

suitable temperature. Development of bacilli, microscopically similar to those

seen in the juices of the larva?, occurred. The characteristics of this develop-

ment will hi> presently described. Further, in the tubes, kept at the body

temperature, there was not only a development of bacilli hut also of spores.

These bacilli, a- -ten in the larval juices, measure about :i ,

1

„-|7 inch in length and

,
inch in breadth. They are rounded or slightly tapering at their ends and
have a clear space near one end. In the juices of the larva' during life

they apparently do not produce spores, although after death spores abound.

In the cultivation in the peptonized meat infusion, rendered solid by agar-agar,

the bacilli vary considerably in size, their average length being - } ,
inch, some be-

ing as small as l7
;-MM1 inch and others as large as ^Vff inch. When they have at-

tained the latter size, division of the rod seems to begin. They are always somewhat
pointed at their ends. Their average breadth is ^-J--^- inch, varying from

;;
.-,-J -j-j to

i

The -poic- are largish oval bodies, averaging in length j^ir inch
I
varying from

inch), and in breadth ^^ m( 'n (varying from
;

: to _

; inch |.

In the aga'r-agar material the spores are generally arranged side by side in

long rows, and in old cultivations only a few bacilli can be seen, some forming

spores, some without any indication of spores. That these small bacilli can

produce such large spores seems a1 the first glance at a microscopical specimen

almost inconceivable, but 1 have been able to trace on the one hand the develop-

ment of the spores in the rods, and on the other the sprouting ^>\' the spores into

adult bacilli. This can be done in the following very simple manner:

Take a number of glass slides, each having a moderate-sized cell hollowed

oul in its middle: clean it and pass through a Bunsen flame several times to

destroy any bacteria on its surface. With a brush apply a little vaseline around

the depression, and then place the slide under a glass shade to keep it from

i he dust, ('lean a number of cover glasses, purify them in the flame, and place

them on a pure glass plate beneath another shade. With a fine, pure pipette

put a small drop of sterilized cultivating fluid (meat infusion with peptone) on

the center of each of these cover glasses; then with a fine platinum wire inocu-

late each of the drops with the spores, or with nonspore-bearing bacilli : rapidly

invert them over the cell, press down the cover glass so as to diffuse the

vaseline around its edge, and place the slides in an incubator kept at the

temperature of the body. These slides are removed ;it different intervals of

time, and as soon as each is taken out the cover glass is turned over and the

drop of fluid rapidly dried. The specimen can then be stained, mounted ill

Canada balsam, and studied at leisure. This method seems to me to be much
more satisfactory than the observation of the organisms swimming aboul in
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the drop of Quid, while tin- specimens can be K »

-

1 t permanently and compare 1

w'nii one another.

in order to study the growth of the spores, i used n cultivation on Hie agar

agar cultivating material which bad been kepi al the temperature of the body

for fourteen days, and which consisted almosl entirely of spores, though a few

bacilli were present. As the result «•!' several experiments, I have gol n •

of preparations which have been taken .-n various times i r> minutes, 30 inin

utes, l" minutes, 1 bour, l
' hours, 1 hour 50 minutes, 2 bours, 2 bourn 20

minutes, 2 bours 50 minutes, 2 hours 55 minutes, .". hours 20 minutes, I hours

L'(» minutes, 5 hours, 5 hours 35 minutes, 5 bours 10 minutes, and 7 hour- 50

minutes), and the course <>f events is shown in Plate X.° The bacilli

stain with various anilin dyes best, l think, with methyl-violet; bul the

spores resemble the spores of other bacteria in not taking on the stain. The

cover glasses on which the organisms are dried .-ire passed three times through

the gas flame and floated on the surface of a fairly strong waterj solution of

methyl-violet for one or two hours. They are then washed in water, and

afterwards laid in weak acetic acid I I per cenl i till no more stain comes out.

'They are again washed iii water, allowed to dry at the ordinary temperattTre,

and mounted in Canada balsam. A spore-bearing cultivation shows the bacilli

stained violet and the spores unstained, with the exception of their outline,

which is of a faint violet color. In most cases no trace of the rod in which

the spore was formed can be seen. The first change which is observed on

cultivation is that in many cases the outline of the rod in which the spore was

formed becomes faintly visible. This can be seen in 15 minutes, and is. I

think, simply due to swelling by the fluid, as it is also evident to sonic extenl

in the case of spores soaked in water for the same length of time. In from

halt* an hour to an hour it is evident that the bacilli which were present in the

original material are beginning to multiply, and a considerable number of rods

are now seen containing spores. It is evident that these spores are newly

formed, as extremely few bacilli containing spores were seen in the original

material, whereas in the preparations taken from a half hour to an bour a

considerable number are present. That some of the rods, instead of growing

by lissimi. at once proceed to form spores is probably to he explained in this

way. When the cultivation was removed from the incubator, some bacilli were

growing by fission, some were forming spores, and some had passed into ;i state

ready to form spores. The first go on growing by fission, the last complete

their spore-formation, which was arrested by removal from the warm tempera-

ture. That actively growing rods would not have formed spores so early

is evidenced by the facts observed in the second series of observations on the

formation of spores. The next thing that is observed is that several of ihe

spores take on the stain, and are as intensely violet as the adult bacilli. The

number of the spores which take en the stain in this way goes on increasing

as time passes, till in about \'>>uv hours almosl all the spores slain violet. In

three hours the first indication of sprouting of these spores becomes evident.

The stained part ol the spore loses its oval shape, becomes elongated, and i>

soon seen to burst through tin- spore-capsule at one part, it then presents the

appearance of a short rod. with a pale envelope embracing one end. This rod

gradually leaves the spore-capsule and then goes on multiplying as n full

grown bacillus. In specimens taken from four to five hours all stages of

growth can he seen, and the remains of ihe ruptured spore-capsules are evident.

The bacilli appear to grow mainly by fission, hut I have seen appears

•' Not reproduced here.
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w liich seem to me only explicable <>n tbe supposition that they also grow by

sending out buds from one end. A bacillus may be seen with a small. some-

what conical stained point attached to one end. though separated by a marked
division. This is certainly not the common mode of growth by fission, for there

the rod -uvins to divide into two pretty equal halves, while here we have hut a

minute piece attached to one end.

The mode of formation of spores may be traced in a similar manner to that

described above in the case of the sprouting of the spores. It is. however, as .-i

rule, accessary to leave the organisms to grow tor ;i much longer time than in

the former instance. 1 have not found development of spores .-is :; rule before

twenty-three hours, bul this depends very much, apparently, on the amount of

fluid that was present and the number of bacilli introduced at the time of

inoculation. The first thing noticeable is that the rod begins to swell and

becomes spindle shaped. The swelling, which generally affects the middle of

the rod. may in some cases he most marked toward one end. increases in size.

and the center of the swelling gradually ceases to take on the stain. The cap-

sule of the spore is apparently also formed within the rod. and is not merely

i he outer part of the rod. In three or four hours the rod is seen to have almost or

completely disappeared, leaving the spore lying \'wr or within t he faint outline of

the original bacillus. It seems to me that the view that spore formation occurs

when the food is getting exhausted is correct, for the time at which this appear-

ance is found depends greatly on the drop placed on the cover glasses, and I

have found in one experiment that in one specimen, after twenty-three hours,

most of the rods were forming spores, while in another specimen where the drop

was much larger there was no trace of spore formation after twenty-eighl

hours. I have here described the results of my earlier and rougher attempts

to study the formation of spores. I have, however, now improved the method
in the following way. As I have just now shown, the period at which spores

are first seen seems to depend mainly on the amount of fluid used and the

number of bacilli introduced, and as in the above method, both these factors

vary in each case, one can not get a regular series of preparations showing the

different stages at different times. In studying the sprouting of spores the

amount of fluid and the number of spores does not matter, tor if sufficient nutri-

ment is present and a proper temperature is maintained the spores musl sprout,

and probably they always take about the same length of time. The difficulty of

obtaining a series of specimens illustrating spore formation is easily obviated

in the following manner. Take a pure flask containing a small quantity of

sterilized infusion and inoculate it from a cultivation containing only bacilli.

Place it in the incubator for two or three hours so that the bacilli may increase

somewhat in number and diffuse themselves through the liquid. Tims the culti-

vating material contains bacilli pretty equally diffused through it. and if after

shaking the flask drops of equal size are taken, each will probably contain

about the same number of bacilli. The minutest quantity of fluid can easily be

obtained by means of a syringe having a fine screw on its piston and a large

nut revolving on this screw. The circumference of the nut being equally divided

into a number of small segments, the same quantity of fluid can always he

expelled from the syringe. By proceeding in this way equal-sized drops con-

taining an equal number of bacilli can be used and a regular series of specimens

obtained. I have found that usinu- two-fifths Of a minim containing one bacillus

and keeping the specimen at •".»; ('.. the earliest appearance of spore formation

was evident in forty-one hours.

Leaving these matters, which are of great interest not only in regard to the

Bacillus alvei, but to all spore-hearing bacteria, and which I have therefore
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dwell od ;ii length, we must pass on to the further consideration of this par

ticular organism. The Brs1 poinl to be determined in investigating Its relation

lo foul brood was whether this was a Dew bacillus, unknown except in connec
tion with tins disease of bees, or whether ii was a more or less well known
form. To ascertain this poinl with regard to micro-organisms the microscope
is of little use; recourse musl be bad to the study of their life history, more
especially to their peculiarities of growth on different soils. Of all tin- ma
terials employed ;is cultivating media, Koch's gelatinized meat infusion is

the most useful for purposes of diagnosis. This is composed or an Infusion

of meal containing l to :: percent of pepton, i<> per cent gelatin, made neutral
hy carbonate of soda, and thoroughly sterilized. This material was first in

troduced with the view of having ;i highly nutritive solid and ;it the sa

time transparent medium on which to carry en pure cultivations, bul it was
soon found thai owing to the remarkably diverse ways in which different

micro-organisms grew in it. it could he used as a means or diagnosis of the

kind of organism, a means more certain than any other which we al presenl

possess. For purposes of diagnosis, as well as with the view or carrying on

pure cultivations, tins material is used in three ways. While the material is

still fluid a small portion is poured into a number of pure titles plugged with

cotton wool, sterilized, and allowed to solidify. A line platinum wire, heated

in a flame and allowed to cool, is dipped into the material containing I he

bacterium in question, and then, after the removal of the cotton-wool pin-, is

rapidly plunged down through the gelatin to the bottom of the tube and then

withdrawn. The plug is reinserted and the tube kept at a temperature suita

ble for the development of most forms of bacteria, bu1 not bigh enough to

melt the gelatin. If growth takes place at this temperature it occurs either

on the surface around the point of entrance of the needle, or along the needle

track, or in both places, and the appearance of the growth varies remarkably,

according to the different spocjes of micro-organisms studied. The second way
is t<> liquefy and pour out a little of the gelatinized material on microscopic

slides or on larger plates of -lass which have been sterilized by heat. These
plates are placed in -lass vessels containing moist blotting paper to prevenl

drying of the gelatin and to proteel them from the dust. After the gelatin

has solidified the purified platinum needle charged with the bacteria is drawn
rapidly over the surface of the gelatin. Bacteria are sown along the track,

grow there, and the whole can he placed under a microscope and the charac-

teristics of the growth studied with a low power. In the third mode a tube

of the gelatin mixture is inoculated with a very minute quantity of the bac-

teria. The tube is then placed in water at the body temperature to me!1 the

gelatin. When the material is melted, it is thoroughly shaken up to diffuse

the bacteria through it and. while still liquid, is poured out on sterilized glass

plates kept in n moist chamber, as in the former c.-ise. Solidification verj

soon occurs, and the bacteria being caught at various parts of the gelatin

grow there in the form of groups or colonies, which can he observed under the

low power of the microscope. I shall now describe the characteristics of the

Bacillus ni ri i when cultivated in these three modes.

{a i 'iist-iuhi cultivations.- If an infected needle he plunged into a tube of

gelatinized neat infusion in the manner described above, growth occurs both

on the surface and along the needle track, on the surface the bacilli shool out

in all directions from the poinl of entrance of the i die, forming a delicate

ramifying growth on the top of the gelatin; the characteristics of this growth

will be presently described under b. Along the track whitish irregular shaped

masses appear, which slowly increase in size and run together, in a few day-
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processes are seen to shout out from these masses, which may extend through

the gelatin for long distances from the Track, being thickened at various parts

and clubbed at the ends. These processes do uol appear to join one another at

their ends. A very beautiful and characteristic appearance is i_
rot where very

few bacilli arc introduced with the ueedle and where, therefore, at various parts

of the track, more especially at the lower part, individual bacilli or groups of

bacilli are planted at a considerable distance from each other. In a few days

minute round whitish specks become visible to the naked eye. These increase in

size till in ahottt ten days shoots begin to appear. These radiate from the

central mass in all directions and become uodular at various parts, as described

above. When such a cultivation is old. the white branches disappear, and only

little whitish collections of bacilli are seen at various parts. On examining such

a tube with the pocket lens, however, numerous watery-looking tracts are seen

running through the gelatin from the central mass to the whitish collections.

The gelatin at the upper part of the track generally evaporates, to some extent

giving rise to the air-bubble appearance so characteristic of the cholear bacillus.

These are the appearances seen where the material contains gelatin in the pro-

portion of h> per cent. Where less gelatin is present, the naked eye appearances,

while possessing the same characteristics, are somewhat different. The shoots

are much more numerous and appear much more rapidly, giving rise to a

haziness around the middle track, which with the pocket lens is seen to consist

of numerous delicate branches clubbed at the ends, as in tin- former case. I

think the amount of pepton present also makes a difference in the appearance,

though of this point I am not yet absolutely certain. The most characteristic

growth is. however, obtained when the material contains :', per cent pepton as

well as 1<> per cent gelatin, the shoots being then less numerous and much
coarser. And I can easily understand that this would he the case, for the bacilli

would have a large supply of nutriment in their immediate vicinity without the

necessity of having, so to speak, to spread out through the gelatin in search of

food as may he the case where no pepton. or only a small amount, is present

This appearance is quite characteristic of this bacillus and is not seen in the

cultivation of any other organism that I know of. The bacilli of anthrax and

of mouse septicaemia also spread out from the needle track, but the appearance

of their cultivation is quite different. In anthrax delicate threads, not clubbed,

shoot otit from the track, soon anastomosing with other threads and forming a

delicate network throughout the gelatin. In mouse septicaemia the appearance

is that of a delicate cloudiness spreading through the gelatin. These foul-broi d

bacilli, growing in this material, render it liquid after a time, the liquefaction

beginning at the surface and only spreading slowly downwards, hut ultimately the

whole tube becomes liquid. After two or three weeks' growth the appearance

presented by the tube is that of a layer of liquid at the upper part, and the

growth along the needle track with the other appearances described at the

lower part. The liquid portion is clear, except at the bottom of the liquid, where

there is a loose white flocculent deposit of bacilli, and on the surface there may
be a very thin scum. The liquid becomes yellowish in colour after a time and

gives off an odor of stale but not ammoniacal urine, or what may he better

described as a shrimpy smell. This yellowish colour and the peculiar odour

have been found by Mr. Cheshire to be distinctive of the diseased larva-.

(b) If gelatin he poured out on a plate, allowed («> solidify, and then stroked

with an infected needle, we learn the explanation of the appearances seen in the

test-tube cultivations. The bacilli at first grow along the needle track, hut very

soon they are seen to be collecting at parts forming pointed processes, from
the processes the bacilli grow out into the gelatin, often a single series of rods,

in Indian tile, or two or three rods side by side. These processes are not quite
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straight, i>ut tend to curve, and a1 a little distance from the track the} grow
round so as to form a circle. From this circle, which ma\ be formed of Biugle

bacilli, the process continues forming a fresh circle farther on. The bacilli In the

circle increase in Dumber till ultimately 11 becomes completely filled up, and we
have a nodule consisting of bacilli in the course of the shoot. These si is n ; .i\

;ils<» join «»nc another, forming ;i curved anastomosis, and the gelatin In the

Immediate viciuitj of the bacilli becoming liquid, a series of channels are

formed En the gelatin containing fluid in which the bacilli swim backwards and

forwards. Later on parts of these channels become apparently deserted by the

bacilli, so that the circles look to the naked eye .-is If they were detached fr

the main track, bu1 with a low power of the microscope the empty channels

can be traced.

it is impossible («» give n proper idea of the appearance <>f the growth. The
forms assumed are the mosl beautiful shapes l have ever seen, inn they are

very numerous, always, however, retaining the tendency to form curves and
circles: thus we have the explanation of the appearances previously described

in the test-tube cultival ions.

(c) The appearances of the colonies on plates on which the mixture of

bacilli and gelatinized infusion has been poured out is also very characteristic.

The earliest appearance Of colonies is a small oval or round -roup of bacilli.

This -roup is not homogeneous in appearance under a low power of the micro-

scope, but lines indicating the bacilli are seen in it. It very soon becomes pear

shaped, and from the sharp end of the pear processes begin to pass out into

the gelatin as before described.

These bacilli do not -row below 16° ('. The best growth in gelatin is obtained

at a temperature of about 20° ('. They grow most rapidly in cultivating

materials kept at the body temperature. Very few spores are formed ,-n the

lower temperatures, but they appear rapidly and in large numbers at the body

temperature. I have several times observed bacilli containing spores swimming
about freely. The reaction of the medium is not of any great importance, but

a neutral medium is apparently the best. The bacilli swim freely in fluids with

:i slow oscillating movement.
They -row rapidly at the body temperature in meat infusion with pepton

ami rendered solid by agar-agar, but the appearance of their growth is not

nearly so characteristic as in gelatin. This, indeed, is the case with most

bacteria, so thai agar-agar preparations, though very useful for carrying on

pure cultivations at the temperature of the body, are of little value for diag-

nostic purposes. They -row most rapidly on the surface of the agar-agar,

forming a whitish layer, but the shoots described above in the case of gelatin

do not occur, op only very imperfectly, in tgar-agar. Here the bacilli arrange

themselves apparently side by side, and, producing spores in this position, we

have as a result, after a few days' cultivation, long rows of -pores lying side

by side with here and there an adult bacillus.

On potatoes they grow slowly, forming a dryish yellow layer on the surface.

They -row very slowly indeed at the lower temperature. In order to gel g 1

growth it is necessary to keep the potato at the body temperature.

In milk they -row well at the body temperature, ami in a few days cease

coagulation of the milk, which also assumes a yellowish colour ami gives "if the

odour previously described. The coagulum is not firm, like that caused by the

Bacterium lactis, but is like a tremulous jelly, and may remain for a consider-

able time without the separation of any fluid, but ultimately it becomes liquid,

and after some months assumes the appearance of a dirty, brownish-yellow.

glairy fluid. It is very slightly, it' indeed at all. acid.
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They grow extremely slowly in coagulated blood serum, though kepi al thi

body temperature, and there form very long filaments with comparatively few

spores.

In meat infusion kept .-it the temperature of the body they grow readily.

causing muddiness, and after a few days a slighl but not tenacious scum. The
same peculiar odor is also developed here, more especially if the infusion con-

tains a considerable amount of peptone. I do not think that there is any change

in the reaction of the fluid; I generally make the infusions faintly alkaline,

and after the growth of this organism in it it is faintly alkaline.

These characteristics show that this is a new bacillus, and one which, so far

as my knowledge and experience goes, is only found in foul brood. The constant

presence in large numbers of a characteristic organism in a disease and its

absence elsewhere must, according to our accumulating experience, afford a

strong presumption that the organism is the cause of the disease. In the case

of foul brood this matter has been completely proved by the following experi-

ments, the details of which will be found in Mr. Cheshire's part of this paper.

With a cultivation in milk he sprayed a comb containing a healthy brood.

allowing the spray to act only on a particular part of the comb. This part

and no other became affected with foul brood. He has also succeeded in

infecting adult bees by feeding them with material containing these cultivated

bacilli.

I have also had the opportunity of watching the effect of feeding flies with

material containing spores and bacilli. I was one day testing some milk in

which these bacilli were growing; a large blue-bottle fly settled on it and com-

menced to eat. I at once put a large glass funnel over the insect, leaving plenty

of air. When I came to the laboratory twenty-four hours later, the fly was in

the sitting posture on the table and was dead. Its juices were full of these

bacilli, as shown by microscopical examination and by cultivation.

Other animals which I have tested are more or less refractory to this bacillus.

I have kept cockroaches for days in a box in which was milk containing these

bacilli mixed up with sugar. I have also kept them iu a box containing a piece

of paper which had been thoroughly smeared with the spores. None of them

died, but I can not be certain that in either case they ate any of the material,

for I never saw them even near it.

I inoculated two mice and one rabbit with a spore-bearing cultivation without

effect.

I injected half a syringeful of a spore-bearing cultivation into the dorsal

subcutaneous tissue of each of two mice. One of these died in twenty-three

hours, the other seemed unaffected, but in the second ease 1 doubt whether

the full quantity was introduced. In the case of the mouse which died, the

seat of injection and the neighbouring cellular tissue was found to he very

oedematous, but no microscopic changes were apparent in the internal organs.

Numerous bacilli were found in the oedematous fluid, as also a number of

spores which had not been sprouted, and there were also a few bacilli in the

blood taken from the heart. This was proved, of course, by cultivation as well

as by microscopical examination. On examining sections of the various organs

no morbid changes were found, and only very few bacilli were seen in the

blood vessels.

At the same time thai I injected the mice 1 injected a syringeful of the same
cultivation subcutaneously into a guinea pig. This animal died six days later

with extensive necrosis of the muscular tissue and skin and cheesy looking

pat-lies distributed through it. Then' was no true pus. On making sections

of the necrosed tissue numerous bacilli, apparently Bacillus alvei, were seen,
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bul there were other bacteria and also micrococci, .-is of course would be the

case on account of the death of the skin. No micro-organisms were seen In the

interna] organs, it thus remains questionable whetner the necrosis was due
to the Bacillus alvei or not, more especially as i have since injected three

guinea pigs subcutaneously with spore-bearing cultivations, but without effect

I must reserve the action of tin-so bacilli on the higher animals for further

investigation, as well as several other points of interesl in regard to this

organism to which I have not here alluded.

I venture to think that when all the evidence brought forward by Mr. Ches-

shire and myself is carefully weighed no doubt can be entertained thai this

bacillus is new to science and is the cause of foul brood. Many questions of

course still remain open, requiring further investigation into the life history

of the diso;iso.

The next investigator to take up a bacteriological treatment of bee

diseases was Prof. J. J. Mackenzie, bacteriologist of the provincial

hoard of health of Ontario. The results of this work were published

in the Ontario Agricultural College Report for L892, pages 267 273.

At the request of the Bee Keepers' Union of Canada certain things

were taken up which had a very practical bearing on the question of

eradicating the prevalent disease.

Professor Mackenzie knew of but one disease, probably, and having

in hand the work of Cheshire and Cheyne, assumed that the disease

found in Canada is the same as that described by Chevne. This is a

natural mistake after the confusion in the diagnosis by Cheshire. It

was not the object of this investigation to demonstrate what organism

produces the diseased condition, but, assuming- that Bacillus alvei

causes the trouble, to determine what resistance to heat the organ-

ism has.

No adequate description, such as would allow us to make any com-

parisons with Bacillus alvei, is included in Professor Mackenzie's

paper. We do know, however, or at least have every reason to believe,

that European foul brood was not found in Canada at that time and

is not prevalent there now. I have been informed personally by Mr.

William McEvoy, the veteran inspector of Ontario, that the disease

which we now designate as American' foul brood is the prevailing

disease in Canada. It seems reasonable to suppose, therefore, that the

sample- taken to Professor Mackenzie by Mr. Holtermann ami other-

did not contain any Bacillus alvei.

Professor Mackenzie doe- not indicate in hi- paper that he had any

difficulty in getting the organism with which he worked to grow on

ordinary media. Bacillus larva, which is present in American foul

brood, doe- not grow in such media, however, so there is but one con-

clusion to be reached, and that is that he was dealing with some non-

pathogenic form and not with Bacillus larva?. Since the bacillus

described by Doctor White a- Bacillus A is found on comb-, both

diseased and healthy, and somewhal resembles Bacillus "/>'<i it may
be that this i- what Professor Mackenzie had.
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This paper has probably come to the notice of but few bee keepers

in the United States, because the report of the agricultural college is

not widely distributed. To make it available for comparison, there-

fore, it is included here.

The Foi l Brood Ba< hi. is (B. At.via ) ; its Vitality and Development.

[From Ontario Agricultural College Reporl for 1892, pp. 267-273.]

Mr. J. J. Mackenzie, B. A., bacteriologist of the provincial hoard of health of

Ontario, read Hi" following paper :

Gentlemen: At the request of your secretary, Mr. Holtermann, I undertook

for your union some investigations on the subject of foul brood, the results of

which I propose giving you in this paper. Although if is almost a year now
since I undertook this work under the auspices of the Agricultural ami Experi-

mental Union, it is by no means exhausted, and there are many points which

require to he further elucidated, which I have not had time as yet to touch on.

owing to the fact that investigations on foul brood had to he carried on simul-

taneously with my regular laboratory work. These points I hope to work at

no\i summer, and reserve the privilege of reporting again to your union on the

lesults of* further investigation.

The subject of foul brood is an old one to apiarists and an intensely interest-

ing one to Canadian bee keepers, but in reading over the bee journals one can

not help being struck with the great want of unanimity amongst bee men as to

the disease, how it should be treated, how it is spread, and on many other points.

Some would have us believe that the disease arises de novo whenever insanitary

conditions prevail; others claim that there is a specific infection and where the

disease arises it must have originated from previously existing disease: some
claim that the honey is the only method of transmittal ; others that it is nor. and

so on. On every point there seems to be plenty of arguments pro and con.

I have attempted in my work to take hold of some of these controverted

points from a bacteriological standpoint in order to aid in coming to some deii-

nite conclusion. Some of these points I should consider settled from the results

of previous investigation: but as many bee men do not seem prepared to accept

this, my work will have value as confirming what has already been done.

Before an association which includes many practical bee keepers it would be

superfluous to enter upon a minute account of the clinical features of the dis-

ease. Most of you know them better than 1 do. 1 certainly would not be pre-

pared to "spot" foul brood in an apiary; although I certainly think I can under

the microscope. The infectious character of the disease has been generally

accepted for many years, but not until Cheshire and Watson Cheyne worked it

out scientifically was it definitely proved. They isolated a bacillus {Bacillus

alvei) which they found in the diseased brood and which they cultivated on

nutrient media for many generations, finally reinfecting perfectly healthy brood

from these pure cultures. This evidence to a bacteriologist is absolutely con-

clusive that Bacillus alvei is the specific cause of foul brood. Consequently,

when I began my investigations on some samples of diseased brood which were

senl me through Mr. Holtermann, I looked at once for Bacillus <i!r<i. Micro-

scopically and by means of bacteriological methods I bad no difficulty in isolating

;. bacillus which corresponds in all points to Bacillus <ilr<i. If is a bacillus

similar to that of Cheshire's in size, produces spores which are somewhat

thicker, giving the bacillus a clubbed appearance. On agar jelly it grows

rapidly so as to cover the whole surface. In gelatin its growth, is very peculiar,

shooting out from the infected point in all directions. On potatoes it produces
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yellow growth. All these characters show conclusively thai ii Is Identical

wiiii Bacillus alvei. There seems no doubt, therefore, thai the foul brood which

we bave In Ontario is the same disease and produced bj the same bacillus as In

other places.

Many prominenl bee keepers, both bere and In tin- States, bowever, maintain

thai wherever unsanitary conditions are allowed to prevail, wherever chilled

brood is allowed to putrefy, or decapitated drones are left to deeaj In the

hive foul brood may arise de novo. This is no1 a now theory, either in bee

keeping or in medicine, bul unfortunately II Is n theory which is nol supported

by the results of Investigation. Diphtheria naturally will develop more readilj

If unsanitary conditions are present, bu1 it certainly will uol develop If the

Bacillus diphtherial is absent. The same is true of other diseases, and conse

quently when we come to consider such :i decidedly infectious disease as foul

brood and learn the facts aboul it which such men ns Cheshire bave told us we
naturally come to the same conclusion. If I were to maintain thai .1 Carnio-

lan queen might lay an egg which would develop into ;i bumble bee, bee men

would be inclined to think thai not only my hoc knowledge, bul also mj scien

titic knowledge, was at faull : bul vet in all the bee journals I find many promi

nent bee keepers maintaining that an ordinary microbe winch produces putre-

faction may become metamorphosed into the specific cause or foul brood, it

it is easy enough, however, to combal such an opinion upon a priori grounds,

hut nol quite so easy to offer convincing proof.

In order to do this l thought it worth while to try some experiments. With
this end in view I obtained some comb containing chilled brood and endeavored

to isolate Bacillus alvei from it. but without success.

There were plenty of other bacteria, but none which presented the well-

marked morphological characters peculiar to Bacillus alvei. Again I had senl

to the laboratory a piece of perfectly healthy comb. 1 killed the brood by chill-

ing. Then 1 infected some of the cells from a pure culture of Bacillus <ilr< i.

I allowed all the chilled brood to putrefy in a moist chamber for two weeks, at

the end of which time I obtained Bacillus alvei again from the cells which bad

been artificially infected, but could find no traces of it in the other cells. I

left this comb in a moist chamber for several months and again examined, but

with the same results. In the cells in which Bacillus alvei had been placed it

was still tii be found; in the others it was not present.

It seems to me that an experiment such as the above conclusively shows thai

there is a distinct difference between foul brood and ordinary putrefaction.

In considering the subject of the vitality of Bacillus <ilr< i the first question

which naturally arises is its power to resist heat. We know that bacilli which

produce spores and those which do no. stand in entirely different positions in

this regard. The sporeless bacillus is destroyed at a much lower temperature

than one which contains spores. Consequently in considering the question of

the vitality of Bacillus alvei, which produces spores very quickly and easily, we
may confine our attention entirely to the vitality of the spore.

This is of special interest, as the question has been repeatedly raised whether

it is dangerous to use comb foundation made from foul-broody wax. Does the

temperature to which the wax is raised in the manufacture of <• b foundation

sufficiently destroy the vitality of the spore? Can the spore germinate and

infect the brood when once inclosed in the wax?
These questions have been raised by many careful thinkers among bee men.

and certainly deserve attention. The second poinl oughl to he considered first,

since if surrounding a spore with a film of wax prevents j| S germination, we
need pay no further attention to the question of heat. The crucial test of this
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would naturally be, supply a healthy colony with comb foundation known to

contain the spores and observe the result. This I had hoped to try with the

assistance of vour secretary, bul other work came up which interfered with the

carrying ou1 of this experiment and consequently it had to be postponed until

next year. However, I was able to perform one experiment which throws

some light on the subject. Mr. Holtermann, the secretary of your union, senl

me several pounds of very fine wax. such as is w<cd tor the manufacture of

comb foundation. 1 cultivated the Bacillus alvei upon agar jelly until 1 had

a large quantity of the bacilli containing spores; this was carefully scraped

off the jelly and dried first in the air and then over sulphuric acid. The result-

ing grayish mass was pulverized with a sterilized pestle and mortar, and finally

mixed thoroughly with the melted wax kept at a temperature sufficiently low-

to prevent the immediate destruction of the spores by heat. By this means an

enormous number of spores were introduced into the wax. After stirring the

wax for some time in order to insure a proper mixing it was allowed to cool.

This, as you all know, takes some time when dealing with a considerable quan-

tity. During the cooling I was careful not to disturb the wax.

Alter it had solidified I set out to discover if I could again obtain my
bacillus from the infected wax. If it would germinate in the nutrient media, it

certainly would in the bees, and that point was to a certain extent settled.

Now I obtained the following results:

Prom the upper layers of the infected wax I was unable to obtain cultures of

the Bacillus alvei, either by melting the wax in the nutrient jellies or by allow-

ing particles of the unmelted wax to fall on the surface of these jellies.

From the under layers, however, the results were different; particles of wax
placed on nutrient agar in an oven kept at 98° F. became surrounded in twenty-

four hours with a luxuriant growth ^of Bacillus alvei. When the wax was

melted into the agar or into beef tea, I also obtained the bacillus, consequently

it looks as if the mere fact of enveloping the spores with a film of wax was not

sufficient to prevent germination. I confess I can not understand how a spore

could germinate when surrounded with a film of wax. Spores in germinating

require moisture, and if a spore is completely embedded in wax. it can not

obtain sufficient moisture to germinate; I would rather believe, therefore,

that in this particular experiment the spores had not each an envelope of wax.

but that many of them were partially free from wax. Now. if this was the case

in my experiment, where I endeavored to make the incorporation of the spores

in the wax as thorough as possible, I certainly think it may frequently be

the case when foul-broody wax is used and no particular precaution taken.

That even when spores are thoroughly surrounded by wax they may not be

freed occasionally by the workers is a point which requires further elucidation

and upon which I intend to try some experiments next year.

In looking through the bee journals, however. I find it everywhere main-

tained by foundation makers that they never knew of a case of foul brood

originating from foul-broody wax; and I have yet to discover a well authenti-

cated case where this has occurred. What explanation can we offer of this

widespread opinion?

I explained to you above that I was unable to cultivate Bacillus <iir< ; from

the upper layer of the infected wax. Your secretary also sent me a small

specimen of wax which he stated he knew to be from foul-broody comb. This

I examined repeatedly for foul brood, but was able to obtain it only once. I

think we must look to the physical conditions for an explanation of the free-

dom from infection through comb foundation. The difference in. the specific

gravity of the bacteria and of melted wax is so great that throughout the
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process of manufacture the bacteria tend to fall to the bottom. The first

refining of the wax must, of course, remove the greater quantity, and the \.ist

majority of the remainder will settle to the bottom during the process of

foundation manufacture. Bui that the simple process of mixing the Infected

materia] with the melted wax is qo1 sufficient i<» prevent germination l think Is

shown by the results quoted above, where Bimple fragments of Infected wax
when placed on agar jelly gave rise to a culture of Bacillus alvi i.

'This question i hope to toucb on again after I have had an opportunity of

supplying healthy bees with foundation made from infected wax.

The other question is whether the temperature to which wax is raised dur

Ing foundation making is sufficiently high to destroy the spores of foul br I.

In order to decide this question there are several points to be noted. The
first is the character of the heat. We know ih.it moisl heat will destroy bac-

teria and their spores much more quickly than dry heat, and Mr. Corneil, of

Lindsay, has raised this point several times, claiming that the heat to which

the bacteria are exposed in melting wax is not moist heal but dry heat, conse

quently we must heat to a high temperature and for a long time in order to de

stroy the spores. The point is undoubtedly well taken, and can only be settled

by direct experiment. In order to determine the temperature .-it which the spores

are destroyed in melted wax, I used a method that was firsl described by

Ko.ii. Sterilized silk threads were saturated with a beef-tea culture of Bacillus

alvei in which there were large numbers of spores. Those threads were then

allowed to dry and in the dry state were preserved. These dried threads were

introduced into the melted wax and allowed to remain in it tor q definite time

at a fixed temperature. At the end of that time the thread was introduced into

the melted agar or into beef tea heated to the melting point of wax, and thor-

oughly shaken, so as to separate the wax as much as possible from the threads';

then the culture medium was rapidly cooled, and the tubes placed in the ordi-

nary cultivating even kept at 98° F. If I obtained a growth of bacilli, I con-

cluded that the threads had not been sufficiently heated in the wax; if I did

not. I concluded that they had been sufficiently heated. The following are

my results :

At 212* P. ( loo C. i :

For one-quarter of an hour: Growth.

For one-half an hour : < Jrowt h.

For one hour : Growth.

For one hour and a half : < irowth.

For two hours : Growth.

For two hours and a half: No growth.

At 194° F. i '.mi C.) :

For one half hour : < irowt h.

For one hour : Growth.

For two hours : Growth.

For three hours : No growt h.

For four hours : No ( rrowi h.

on the other hand, ;i temperature of 122° F. (50 <'.
I

did no1 destroy the

spores in twenty-four hours.

I have repeated these ex ] >eri mem s several times with the same results, so

that I would conclude that to destroy the foul brood in wax it is necessary to

heal to a temperature of at leasl 194 F. for at leasl three hours. Now the

question arises, does this take place during the process of manufacture of comb

foundation? in order to get as much data as possible on the subject I wrote

to Mr. l.arrahee. of Michigan Agricultural College, as he had kindly offered me
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any assistance in his power, lie applied to two prominent foundation makers

for information. Prom their replies it is apparent that, for a short time at any

rate, during the refining and purifying-of the wax it reaches a temperature

quite at or Dear 212 F. During sheeting, however, it apparently does not reach

a temperature much above the melting point, say 17.".- F. They both seemed to

agree that steam heal for too long a time injures the quality of the wax.

in the American Bee Journal, 1891, page 47u. we find some statements on the

subject in a reply by two prominent foundation makers to ;ui article by Mr.

Cornei] upon the dangers of infected comb foundation. One of them, Mr.

l>ailant. states that in refining it is heated for some time at 212° P. and is kept

liquid for twenty-four hours. The other. Mr. M. II. Hunt, states that it is kept

at the boiling point for six or seven hours. If these are the actual tempera-

tures reached during foundation making, I am inclined to think there is little

danger from foul brood in that direction.

I thought it possible that tin 1 whole question could he settled by introducing

a certain amount of some disinfectant—say heta naphthol—into the melted wax.

hut my results have not been satisfactory. Apparently even the introduction of

1 per cent heta naphthol into wax did not hasten materially the destruction of

the spores. I was able to demonstrate the presence of living spores in wax
containing 1 per cent beta naphthol and heated for two hours to 194° F.

From all these facts, and taking into consideration also the physical fact of

the settling of the bacilli to the bottom. 1 should think that with reasonable care

in the preparation of comb foundation the dangers of infection from this source

would he slight. But that the spores may germinate after being mixed with the

wax, I think I have shown.

Why the spores of the Bacillus alvei are killed so quickly in the melted wax
I am not able to explain, but it may be due to the fact that the wax itself

when heated to such a temperature has an antiseptic value. That the spores

resist other antiseptics as strongly as do the spores of anthrax I have proved

by testing.

Cheshire and others recommend a solution of 2 per cent carbolic acid for

disinfecting the hive after removing infected comb, but on actual experiment

with the infected silk threads I have found that 2 per cent carbolic acid did

not kill the spores in six days. These results are similar to those obtained

by Koch for the spores of anthrax, and show that 2 per cent carbolic acid

can not be relied on to destroy the spores. However, the question of the

value of antiseptics I will take up more in detail later on in this paper.

I would like to say a word or two now on the methods of treating the

disease. There are practically two methods: first the starvation method:

second, the method of medicated sirup. Mr. McEvoy's method of treatment.

it seems to me, is practically a modification of the starvation method. The

first method is widely used both here and in the United States, whilst in

England and Europe generally the second method is adhered to.

Considering the vitality of the spores of foul brood, it would seem at first

sight useless to try any process which did not recognize as its foundation

the destruction of the germ. I find, however, that many prominent bee

keepers who have had practical experience with the method of starvation,

or Mr. McEvoy's method, accept it as successful. 1 have not had an oppor-

tunity to examine colonies which have been cured in this manner, ami so can

not say that the bacilli have disappeared. I hope next summer to test this

question more fully. We may. however, examine into the rationale of the

method. In conversation with Mr. Corned, of Lindsay, he made a suggestion

which may be quite familiar to you all. hut which seems to me the only explana-
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As I said above, I bave not bad any opportunity of Investigating the result*

of these methods practically, and so can not speak with certainty.

The fact of the presence of the bacilli In the workers and In the queen bears,

to a certain extent, upon this question. Cheshire and others make the state

nit-nt that the bacilli arc round in the intestines of the workers and In the

ovaries of the queens. My own experience confirms this. I bave found them

repeatedly In the workers, and in Ave queens from infected hives l succeeded

in obtaining the bacillus from the ovaries of three. That they are aot always

present in the ovaries of the queens from diseased colonies is certain; their

presence there is apparently accidental. For instance, in the case of one last

year's queens in a hive rather badly diseased I was unable to find the bacillus,

whilst in a six weeks' queen from a hive in which there were only a few dis-

eased cells I succeeded in finding it.

Cheshire's statement that he found a bacillus in an egg of an Infected queen

seems to me to require confirmation. I have not been able to find the eggs in

fected myself. h\p it is a question winch would require very long and careful

Investigation before one could he able to deny or confirm such a statement.

In the second method of treatment by medication 1 do not think that an

absolute destruction of the spores takes place, any more than in the starvation

method. As I have shown above, 2 per cent carbolic acid was not sufficiently

strong to destroy the spores, consequently it is not likely that 0.2 per cent t l

part in 500) would he strong enough. I tried 0.2 per cent, but found it quite

unsuccessful. Its action then must have another explanation. To test this 1

made up a sterilized beef broth containing 1 per odd of carholic acid, and in it

placed my infected silk threads. [ found thai there was no indication of

growth. These threads were then taken out and placed in ordinary sterilized

beef broth, and I obtained a luxuriant growth, i. e., the 0.2 per cent carbolic

acid in the culture fluid, although it did not destroy the spores, prevented their

germination That, then, is the explanation of the value of carbolated simp

in the treatment of foul brood, it prevents the germination of the spores. The

bee journals contain numerous examples of cases where carbolated sirup pro

duced an improvement, hut as soon as it was stopped there was a relapse, it

is evident that here again, as in the starvation process, there must he com-

bined an extremely thorough cleaning up. so that the besl possible results

may he obtained from the treatment. Medicated sirup does not destroj the

spores, it simply prevents their development and gives the bees a chance to

rid themselves of the infection, and in that respeel I certainly think resembles

the starvation process, its advantage over that is thai it can he carried on for

a longer time.

In the course of these experiments I tried another substance which has been

much used since Lortet's work on tile subject, viz, beta aaphthol. I do aot

think myself, from recent work on this substance, that beta aaphthol should he

ranked very high as an antiseptic, mainly on accounl of its insolubility in

water. I found, however, th.it ;i I i broth containing 1 per 1,000 beta napb

thol would not allow spores of Bacillus alvei to germinate, and consequently

had an equal value with 1 pel 1 odd of carbolic acid. It has ;in advantage Over

carholic acid on account of the disagreeable taste of the latter, and I think

would he more acceptable to the bees,
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Salicylic acid in sirup has apparently the s;tinc effect, but I would not recom-

mend the addition of borax, as Behring has shown that borax lowers con-

siderably the antiseptic value of salicylic acid.

I tested also formic acid iii the same way. but my results so far have not

been satisfactory, owing to the uncertain strength of my sample of formic acid.

I prefer to reserve a report upon it and other substances which I wish to try

until later.

.Mercuric chloride 1 have not tested, as I do not think it wise to use ii around

the hive. The idea of using a l per 1,000 solution to spray the diseased combs,

i
- - iggested sometimes, is. I think, absurd, and would be a rather serious

operation for any living brood.

You will see that 1 consider all these methods of treatment do not in them-

selves necessarily presuppose the destruction of the spores, but depend upon the

fact tli.it for a longer or shorter period the spores are prevented from germinat-

ing, and in this period they are eliminated from the infected bees. Whether the

vitality of the bees themselves has an effect upon the elimination or destruc-

tion of the spores is a point which would he extremely interesting, but one on

which at present we have no definite information. From the results of bac-

teriological work on other diseases we know that the animal body is engaged

in a constant warfare with the disease germs which may be introduced, and
this also may he the case in foul brood. Much more extended investigations,

however, would be necessary to prove this. It is much safer for apiarists to

accept the possibility of a recurrence of the disease after a course of treatment.

owing to the lodgment somewhere of some of the spores of Bacillus alvt i. and

by care and cleanliness remove this possibility. To do this the hives and

t'raines in which a foul broody colony has lived must be sterilized, and this may
be done in various ways. For the sterilization of material by disinfectants

there was a tendency formerly among bacteriologists to run to such dis-

infectants as corrosive sublimate, carbolic acid. etc.. but later work has shown

that there are a number of common chemicals which will act just as well, or

perhaps better. Corrosive sublimate has lost much of its reputation as a dis-

infectant within the last few years, and carbolic has been shown to be not

nearly so powerful as at first supposed.

For cleaning hives and frames which are suspected to contain the spores of

foul brood a hot 10 per cent solution of soft soap is perhaps as effectual as

any that can be recommended. A good strong solution of washing soda, when
hot. is also very active, destroying the spores in a few- minutes. Both these are

certainly better than 5 per cent carbolic for disinfecting the hives and frames,

as their cleansing properties are so much better than it. and Behring has

shown that 5 per cent carbolic requires at leasl three hours at blood heat to

destroy the spores of anthrax. In case the soap or the washing soda is used,

however, it must be used as hot as possible. Of course anything which is of no

value should be burned.

I trust that in this paper I have thrown a little light upon some of the facts

in connection with the disease of foul brood, but. as 1 stated in the begin-

ning, 1 reserve the privilege of submitting to you at a future meeting the re-

sults of next summer's work.

Before closing 1 desire to express my thanks t" your able secretary. Mr.

Holtermann, for the assistance which he has given me, and also to Mr. Corneil,

of Lindsay, for advice and for the use of volumes of all the principal bee

journals, which be has supplied me with: also to Mr. Larrabee, of Michigan

Agricultural College, in connection with the subject of comb foundation.
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The next investigation to be considered Is that by Prof. F. C. Harri

son, professor of bacteriology of the Ontario A.gricultural College.

Previous to this \h\ William R. Howard published :i paper on the

subject, bu1 this can be discussed better m a Later time. In the paper

l»v Professor Harrison, previously mentioned, the author gives a

detailed description of the bacillus with which he worked. The
descripf ion is as follows

:

THE ORGANISM.

Bacillus alrii. Cheshire and W. Cheyne, L885, from the larva? of bees Buf-

fering from Hit 1 disease known .-is foul brood, la toque (Fr.), :in<l faul

brul 1 1 Jer. I

.

Morphological characteristics, in form Ihe organism is a slender bacillus,

with ends slightly pointed and rounded. '* in the larval juices 11 is about

of an inch in length and ,,,' in breadth. On agar the bacilli vary considerably

in size, averaging -.',,, inch, some small -is ,„,',,,,, inch, and others as large as

inch. When they have attained the latter size, division of the rod seems in

begin. They are always somewhat pointed at their ends. Their average

breadth is .,"„,, inch, ranging from
.

; to , ,'
inch (Cheshire and w.

Cheyne). Klamann (Bienenwirtschaftliches Centralblatt, Hannover, 1888, pts.

18 and 19) states thai a clear space often appears in bacilli with pointed ends.

From agar cultures twenty-four hours old, at .".7 C, the bacilli average I u in

length and l.o// in breadth. On gelatine cultures, grown at 22* C. they are

somewhat shorter. They grow singly, but occasionally form chains of various

length.

Stains.—With the ordinary aniline stains the bacilli colour rather badly

(Eisenberg, Bakteriologische Diagnostik, Hamburg, 1891, p. 298, and Klamann,

Bienenwirtschaftliches. Centralblatt, Hannover, 1888, pts. 18 and 19). The besl

stains are methylene blue and methyl violet. The bacilli accept Gram's stain.

mil the spores are not colored by it. I find the most satisfactory stain in methyl

violet.

Capsule.—No capsule has been demonstrated by Welch's method.

Flagella.—The bacilli are actively motile and possess a single flagellum at one

pole. The motility of the bacillus is quite pronounced in fresh cultures obtained

from bouillon, agar, and gelatine. The flagella stain by Pitfield's, Loefflers's, and

Van Ermegen's method.

Spore formation. Spores are formed by the bacillus, and are large oval bodies

averaging in length ,_.,',„„ inch, and in breadth ,,i
IHI of an inch. On agar the

spores are arranged in long rows, side by side, nnd are greater in diameter than

the cells from which they are derived. The earliest appearance of spore forma-

tion takes place in forty-one hours, al 36 C. (Cheyne), bu1 in some cases H is

even sooner. The spores are formed in the center of the rod. and the formation

occurs as follows: The rod begins to swell and become spindle-shaped. Occa

sionally the swelling is more marked a1 one end than in the center. The spindle

shape increases in size, and the center of the swelling gradually ceases to take

the stain. The capsule of the spore is apparently formed within the rod and is

not merely the outer pari of the rod. In three or four hours the rod Is -eon to

have almosl or completely disappeared, although parts of the faint outline of

the ordinary bacillus may be rioticed.

Germination of spores. Under favorable conditions the beginning of the ger-

mination of the spores takes place in aboul three hours. Che spore loses its oyal
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shape, becomes elongated, and is soon seen to burst through the spore capsule.

it thm presents the appearance of a short rod, with a pale envelope embracing

one end. The rod gradually leaves the spore capsule, and then goes on multi-

plying as a full-grown bacillus. According to Eisenberg (Bakteriologische

Diagnostik, Hamburg, L891, p. 298) tin- spores are decolorized by the tubercle

bacilli stain, but preparations may be obtained by using the Ziehl-Neilsen stain

and alcohol for decolorization. The spores also stain by the method of Neisser.

Polymorphism.— Variations in size and shape may be broughl about by growth

in acid lia. or in media containing different sugars! These variations occur

also in the same culture, subjected to exactly similar conditions of growth.

Involution forms.—Abnormal forms are especially abundant when the bacillus

is grown on blood serum; peculiar Y-like forms and clubbed shapes arc pf

common occurrence; and relatively few spores are found

BIOLOGICAL CHARACTERS.

Bouillon.—"In meat infusion at the temperature of the body they grow
rapidly, causing muddiness and. after a few days, a slight but not tenacious

scum" (Cheshire and W. Cheyne). In bouillon, with a reaction of 4-0.08

(Report of Convention of American Bacteriologists, Journal American Public

Health Association. Vol. XXIII. 1898), at 37° (\. there is a slight turbidity in

fourteen hours, especially noticeable when the tube is shaken. In twenty-four

honrs. the liquid is uniformly turbid, with a very hue sediment. In forty-

eight hours the turbidity increases and a pellicle commences to form. Reaction

of the culture at this time. +0.07. After ninety-six hours the broth is clear.

with a pellicle, white, rather massive, and somewhat tenacious. There is also

much sediment. Reaction, after ten days' growth, neutral.

Glycerine bouillon.—Media with original reaction of +0.08. At .''.T C. the

bouillon becomes slightly turbid in twelve hours and quite turbid in twenty-four,

with a line, whitish pellicle on surface, which does not extend to the sides of

the tube. If the culture is shaken, the pellicle deposits in flaky masses. The
reaction is +1.2. In thirty-six hours the turbidity clears, leaving the media

bright, with a smooth, thin, tenacious, and white pellicle on the surface. In

many cases the pelliee becomes very wrinkled and greasy looking. At the end

of eight days the reaction is +2.2. and the bouillon is several shades darker in

color, but quite clear. The reaction after fourteen day's growth is +4.2. At
•_'_ <

'. the same changes occur, but growth is slower. The bacilli are relatively

less numerous than in bouillon and are slightly shorter and thicker.

Glucose bouillon.—With a reaction of +2. at 37° ('.. the broth is more turbid

than plain bouillon after fourteen hours' growth: and in twenty-four hours the

sediment is heavy and turbidity very marked, but no pellicle. In forty-eight

hours the media is opaque and cloudy, and the pellicle is beginning to form. In

ninety-six hours the broth is less cloudy, but the sediment is heavier, and a

while, thick pellicle is formed. It is often wrinkled, but not quite so much so as

that on the glycerine broth. Reaction of broth after ten days' growth. +4.6.

The bacilli are occasionally clubbed, and Y-like forms may occur. They average

5 ix in length and may be slightly curved.

Lactose bouillon.—With a reaction of +1.06, at -".7 C, the growth resembles

that of plain bouillon for the first t went y-fonr hours; but at the end of forty-

eight hours, it is more turbid. In ninety-six hours, a tenacious pellicle forms. le<s

massive than that on glucose broth. Reaction after ten days' growth. +2.4. The
bacilli average 3.5 n in length.

Saccharost bouillon.—With a reaction of —1. at .".7 <'.. the turbidity and

sediment are heavier than any of the other bouillon-. In forty-eight hours the
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broth is quite opaque and whitish looking. A heavj sediment i- then preaent,

and pellicle formation is just beginning, in ninetj -i\ hours the cloudhies* is

abou 1 the same, bul there is .111 increase of sediment, and the pellicle la thin mid
membranous. Reaction of media after ten days' growth, 1.04. The bacilli

average 5 u in lengl h.

Gelatine plates. A1 22 »'.. in twenty four i<> thirty-six hours, the colonies are
small, round, oval, or lozenge-shaped, with peculiar projections or shoots fr

one end of the colony, giving it ;i pear-shaped or tadpole-like appearance,
according to the amount of development of the projection, in man.!

several of these outgrowths occur from different portions of the colony. \\\

placing a cover glass on the surface of the gelatine and using objective 7. the

bacilli may he seen moving around and around the colony and to and fro along
the projections. At the end of forty-eight hours the colonies are larger. lino
j.rooossos or projections are shooting out into the gelatine in .ill directions,

forming peculiar figures in circles or club-like forms, '"it is impossible," says
Cheyne, "to give a proper idea of the appearance of the growth. The forms
assumed are the most beautiful shaped 1 have ever seen": hut they are verj

numerous, always retaining the tendency to form curves and circles." After a

time the gelatine is liquefied and the beautiful appearance of the colonj is

destroyed by the liquefaction of the gelatin.

These peculiar shaped colonies are most typical when the germ is taken

from the diseased larva?. After prolonged cultivation on various kinds of media,

there is a tendency for the colonies to become round, and the peculiar branch-

ing forms are not seen in such numbers. The composition of the gelatine

also seems to make a difference in the appearance of the colonies. In gelatine

containing 12 per cent gelatine the processes are not so Ion--. The same effeel

may he brought about by using more peptone in the composition of the media.

Gelatine tubes.— In stick cultures at 20° C. growth occurs all along the line

of puncture. On the surface delicate branching or ramifying growth occurs in

three days. These outgrowths soon run together and the gelatine is liquefied,

first around the line of puncture, and in five days extends over the whole
surface. The growth in the depth of the gelatine occurs as ,-i whitish streak

all along the needle track, and from this numerous shoots and growths branch
out into the gelatine in all directions, giving a haziness to the appearance of

the gelatine, which then begins to liquefy. If the inoculation is a heavy otic.

the shoots are coarse and may have club-shaped extremities, and from these

swollen ends fresh shoots may start. Cheyne obtained the most character-

istic growth in gelatine containing •'; per cent of peptone as well as L0 per cent

gelatine. The whole tube is liquefied in from two to four weeks' growth. The
liquid becomes yellowish in color and gives off : i peculiar odor. Klamann
states that in gelatin acidified with lactic acid the growth is slow and Ion-

threads are formed.

<;<i<iiin< streak <<iitnr<s. in gelatine streak cultures the appearance is very

similar to what one sees in sti<-k cultures. The bacilli first grow along tin- line

of inoculation, and then throw out shoots into tin- surrounding gelatine, pro-

ducing the appearance noted in the stick culture. The bacilli move to and fro

along the channels of liquefied gelatine.

Agar plates.—On agar plates al -".7 C. the colonies at the end of eight hours
are small and burr-like, with spines protruding iii .-ill directions, giving the

colony the appearance of ,1 sea urchin, in some cases tin- projections are
from ono side or end. At the end of twelve hours t ho colonies have well-

defined projections, visible to the naked eye. The colonies in the depths of

the agar are more spiny, the processes being much shorter. On agar plates
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streaked with a light inoculation most beautiful forms occur. The growth of

the bacilli spreads over the surface and branches repeatedly, giving the

appearance of seaweed. This appearance is distinctly characteristic: and as

the growth is very rapid, this method commends itself for making a quick

diagnosis of the presence of the bacillus in larva? supposed to be diseased.

Potato cultures.—On potatoes the growth differs considerably, according to

the reaction and age of the potato. Sometimes a browuish wrinkled growth

forms, which gives off a peculiar odor; at other times a dryish yellow layer

appears. "The bacilli grow very slowly indeed at 20° C." (Cheyne, Journal of

the Royal .Microscopical Society. 1885, p. 381). Even at 37° ('. they grow
slowly.

Milk.— In milk at 37° C. coagulation of the casein occurs in three days. The
milk becomes yellowish and gives off a characteristic odor. After several

weeks' growth the curd is digested and a whey-like fluid remains.

Blood scrum.—On hlood serum at 37° C. the growth is rather slow and

polymorphic forms are common. "Very long filaments are formed" (Cheshire

and W. Cheyne. Journal of the Royal Microscopical Society. 1885, p. 381 >.

These long forms may be from five to ten times as long as the average bacillus

growing on gelatine, and consists of single cells. The filaments are often wavy
or twisted and of unequal thickness. The extremities of the long, bent rods

arc often clubbed; and Ydike forms are numerous. Spores are formed very

sparingly, and the blood serum is liquefied.

Synthetic media {TJschinsky).—In Uschinsky's medium no growth occurs;

but if the medium-is neutralized, good growth ensues. The bacilli occur in

threads and a pellicle is formed.

Dunham's solution.—The bacilli are small when grown in this solution. No
threads form, but there is a slight indol reaction after nine days' growth.

Relation to free oxygen.—Cheyne states that the germs grow most rapidly

on the surface of agar and arrange themselves side by side : and they produce

spores in this position after a few days' growth. Eisenberg (Bakteriologische

Diagnostik, Hamburg. 1801. p. 29S) says nothing under the head of aerobiosis.

Howard (Foul Brood: Its Natural History and Rational Treatment. Chicago,

1894) writes that. "It grows best under anaerobic conditions: is a facultative

aerobe; grows under the mica plate, and in the presence of oxygen the growth

is slight and slow." Howard also states that under anaerobic conditions it

emits a foul odor resembling that of foul brood. It will he thus seen that

Cheyne and Howard do not agree on this point. The former author also says

that the characteristic odor is given off under aerobic conditions, whilst Howard
states that this smell is emitted under anaerobic conditions. Further. Cheyne
states that the bacilli grow with great rapidity on the surface of agar, whereas

Howard obtains his best growth under the mica plate, which does not give

complete anaerobiosis. Howard's conclusions are thus at variance with

Cheyne's, and my own results fully corroborate those of the latter author.

Howard states that the vitality of the spores of B. alr<i is destroyed when

exposed to atmospheric air from twenty-four to thirty-six hours. In making

his experiments he took sterilized road dust and mixed it with the dry foul

brood masses from several cells, which were previously dissolved in distilled

water. The mixture was worked dry ami spread on sheets of paper, and trial

cultures were made immediately and at intervals of every twelve hours for

three days; and. according to his results, no growth occurred after thirty-six

hours. In giving these results. Howard docs qo1 state whether he exposed the

spores to sunlight or diffused light: nor does he mention the age of the dry foul-

brood masses, which he used from several cells. These are points of considerable
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Importance, for, as everyone knows. the disinfecting power of direct sunlight [h

much greater than diffused light, and the vitality of the spores from foul br I

masses of different ages varies considerably. This, l may add bas been clearly

shown by some of my experiments, subsequently described, in mj experiments
the spores obtained from a purr culture on the surface of agar were spread on

cover glasses and placed in a glass chamber, so arranged that a currenl of air

was constantly circulating over them. This chamber was exposed i" the ordl

oary light of a room with sis large windows, ami a cover glass was takeu out

every twenty-four hours and tested, to sec [f the spores would grow. This

experiment was continued for one month, and at the end of that tl the spores

still germinated rapidly, in another experiment, spores spread on cover glasses

were exposed to a very diffused light, simulating, as far as possible, the amount
of light which would outer a hive. Cover glasses were taken out from time to

time and transferred to agar, in order to ascertain if the spores were alive or

Dot. The experiment was begun two years and four months ago, and from the

last cover glass taken and placed upon the surface of an agar plate a copious

and typical growth of />. alvei was obtained. Further, thin strips of filter

paper, plunged into a bouillon culture and allowed t0 dry. were threaded on a

wire suspended in a wire basket and so exposed that the air could freelj circu

late around them in the ordinary light of n room. Trial cultures were made ;it

intervals, and at the expiration of six months the spores from the paper germi

nated when strips were placed on the surface of agar.

Again, a drop of bouillon containing spores was placed in a sterile tube and

allowed to dry; and at the expiration of one hundred and twenty four hours

(thirty-six of which were in sunlight at a temperature varying from :'»«» to

37 C. ) sterile bouillon was added. Thetubeswere then placed in the incubator,

and in less than twenty-four hours a good growth of the germs had taken place.

From these experiments it will be seen that the results are directly at

variance with Howard's statement, as they go to show that the vitality of the

spores of B. alvei is not destroyed by exposure to atmospheric air. with or

without sunlight, f<>r even a much longer time than twenty-four to thirty-six

hours.

With regard to the aerobiosis of this bacillus, good growth has keen obtained

in an atmosphere of hydrogen by Novy's method. Buchner's method also gave

good results. The growths in the various media are very similar to those pro

duced tinder aerobic conditions, but with this difference, that the surface

growths are, as a rule, whiter in the hydrogen atmosphere, in illuminating gas

(water gas) no growth occurred, hut the spores were uo1 destroyed bj the

action of the gas; for when the gas was let out of the Nbvy jar, Lr I growth

ensued on all cultures. In acetylene gas, a restricted growth oeeiirred. In

fermentation tubes growth occurred both in the open and in the closed arm

Of the tubes. No gas was formed, the houilloii in the closed arm was uniformly

turbid. Thus /»'. alvei is a facultative anaerobe.

Production of alkali.- in ordinary bouillon a slight amount of ammonia is

formed. Control bouillon did not give the Nessler test, in glycerine and the

Bugar. bouillons, there is no trace of ammonia. Cheyne's cultures arc faintly

alkaline, both before and after inoculation in meat infusion. Klamann states

that ammonia is produced.

Acids formed. A varying amounl of acid is formed. All the sugar bouillons

give an acid react ion.

Formation of pigment. On potatoes a yellowish growth is produced; on all

other media, the surface growth is white.

Development of odors.—Cheyne states thai gelatine cultures give "if an
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odor of stale, but not ammoniacal urine, or what may be better described as a

shrimpy smell; and this peculiar odor has been found by Cheshire to be dis-

tinctive of diseased larvae. Klamann and Howard both state that a peculiar

odor resembling thai of the diseased larvae may ho noticed in artificial cultures.

The effects Of desiccation.— I have already noticed, under the head of " Rela-

tion to free oxygen," thai the spores of B. alr< i have considerable vitality in

withstanding desiccation. .My experiments prove conclusively that the spores

are extremely hard to kill by desiccation and in this respect resemble those of

anthrax, which are known to resist thorough desiccation for a number of years.

One experimenl which showed this characteristic was as follows: An agar

plate completely covered with a typical growth of B. aJr>i was allowed to dry

out completely, and was left exposed to the ordinary light of the room for seven

months, and at the end of that time, a portion of the film was scraped off with

a knife, placed on suitable medium and incubated, with the result that a typical

growth immediately ensued.

Spores on cover glasses were exposed to September sunlight (latitude 1"
I

for varying periods of time, and growth occurred after four. six. and seven

hours' exposure. The age of the spores varied from five days to eighteen

months; and spores three months old were not killed by seven hours* exposure.

From the symptoms given in this paper the disease with which

Professor Harrison worked was doubtless American foul brood.

From the discussion of geographical distribution this i> also evi-

dent, for he says: "I have examined diseased larva? from Canada,

from Europe, * * * Cuba, and thirteen States of the Union,

ranging from Xew York to California and from Michigan

to Florida." American foul brood is thus widely distributed, but

from all these specimens Professor Harrison obtained a bacillus

which he called Bacillus alvei. Since Ave now know that Bacillus

alvei is found in European foul brood and not in American foul

brood, it is evident enough that the germ must have been another

bacillus. European foul brood, as far as the author is able to learn.

is not found in Canada nor Cuba, and, although now found in

severa] States in the northeastern United States and spreading, is

not, as Professor Harrison would have us believe, widely distributed

in the United States.

I low can this be accounted for? The only way open seems to be

in the identification of the bacillus. I do not feel qualified to pass

judgment on the accuracy of the description of Professor Harrison,

but the matter lias been referred to Doctor White, and he azures

me that the description just quoted fits the bacillus which is

described as Bacillus .1 a- well as it does Bacillus alvei. If this is

true, we can only conclude that Professor Harrison, not knowing of

the existence of two diseases, made a serious error in his identi-

fication. In no place does he -peak of any difficulty in obtaining

cultures from American foul brood. For comparison, Doctor White's

description of Bacillus A (possibly B. mesentericus) is here quoted.
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Occurrence.—Found very frequently on combs, on Bcraplnga from hives, Mini on

the bodies of bees, l »*
> 1 1 1 diseased and healthy.

Gelatin colonies. -Very young colonics show Irregular edges,

liquefaction takes place and the colony gives rise to a circular

covered with a gray membrane, which later turns brown.

Agar e<)l<>ui< .*.- Superficial colonics presenl ;i very Irregular i

lug of outgrowths taking place in curves. Deep colonies show

growth having a moss-like appearance.

Morphology. In the living condition the bacilli appear clear and often granu

lar, arranged singly, in pairs, and in chains. The flagella are distributed over

the body. The rods measure from :\u to \n in length, and from 0.9/w to \:in in

thickness.

Motility.
—

'ldie bacilli are only moderately motile.

Spores.-—Spores are formed in the middle of the rod.

<;i<nii's stain.—The bacilli take Gram's stain.

Oxygen requirements.—Aerobic and facultatively anaerobic.

Bouillon.— Luxuriant growth in 24 hours, with cloudiness of medium; a gray

flocculent membrane is present. Later, the membrane sinks and the medium
clears, leaving a heavy, white, floccnlent sediment, with a growth of the organ-

isms adhering to the glass at the surface of the medium. React ion alkaline.

Glucose.— Luxuriant growth takes place in the bulb, with a moderate, floccu-

lent growth in closed arm. The gradual settling of the organisms causes a

heavy white sediment to form in the bend of the tube. The reaction is ;it firsl

^liuditly acid, hut subsequently becomes alkaline. No gas is formed.

Lactose.—Reaction alkaline.

Saccharose.— Reaction alkaline.

/ , vuk)8e.— Reaction acid.

Maltose.—Reaction acid.

Mn unite.—Reaction alkaline.

Potato water.— Reaction alkaline.

Agar slant.—A luxuriant growth takes place on this medium. The growth

gradually increases to a moist, glistening one, being then friable and of a -ravish

brown color.

Serum.—A luxuriant, brownish, glistening, friable growth spreads over the

entire surface. No liquefaction is observed.

Potato.—An abundant fleshy growth of a brown color spreads over the entire

surface. The water supports a heavy growth. The potato is slightly discolored.

Milk.— Precipitation takes place rapidly, followed by a gradual digestion of

the casein, the medium changing from the top downward to a translucent liquid,

becoming at last semitransparent and viscid.

Litmus milk.— Precipitation of the casein lakes place usually within 24 hours,

foil,,wed by a gradual peptonization. Reduction of the litmus occurs rapidly,

leaving the medium slightly brown : later the blue color will return on exposing

the milk to the air by shaking. Reaction alkaline.

Gelatin.—An abundant growth takes place with rapid, infundibuliform lique-

faction. A heavy, white, friable membrane Is formed on the surface of the

liquefied medium. A floccnlent sediment lies at the bottom of the clear liquefied

portion.

Acid agar.—Growth takes place.

hull,!.- None has been observed.

"Nitrate.—Reduction to nitrite is positive.

30547—No. 70—07 h 4
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Dr. William R. Howard, of Fort Worth University, Fort Worth,

Tex., has published several papers ob the bacteriology of bee dis-

eases. In a paper published in 1894 (York Publishing Company.

Chicago) he attributed " foul brood " to Bacillus alvei. Evidently he

was dealing with American foul brood, and we now know that Bacil-

lus larva is present in that disease.

The same author undertook to determine the cause of pickle brood

and described a specific fungus, Aspergillus pollinis. Xo investi-

gator has since been able to find any such fungus in similar

specimens.

In 1900 (Gleanings in Bee Culture, p. 121) this author published

an account of some brief and entirely inadequate investigations made
on what he chose to call "New York Bee Disease, or Black Brood."

A specific organism. Bacillus milii, is described, but the view is ex-

pressed that this is modified, perhaps, by Bacillus thoracis. During

the investigations of the Department of Agriculture it has been

learned from whom Doctor Howard got his specimen-, and the same

men have furnished specimens which they declare to be of the same

diseased condition as those furnished Doctor Howard. These, how-

ever, contain Bacillus alvei, and the disease is the same as that de-

scribed by Cheyne, now named European foul brood.

It is mo.st unfortunate for Doctor Howard that in not a single

point have his descriptions been verified. Certainly it would seem

unwise in him to put out the name- Bacillus milii and Bacillus

thoracis as new species without descriptions and after so short an

investigation. We can not, therefore, sympathize very much with

him when his views are overthrown.

The American bee journals and text-books on apiculture have

until recently contained statements to the effect that Bacillus alvt :

is the cause of the disease which has been almost universally called

" foul brood." This is due not onry to the publications of Mackenzie,

Harrison, and Howard, but very largely also to the attempt to deter-

mine Bacillus alvei by microscopic examination. The best-known

case of this is probably the examination of diseased brood made by

Mr. Thomas William Cowan, editor of the British Bee Journal.

On a visit to Medina, Ohio. Mr. Cowan was shown a sample of dis-

eased brood, and after a microscopic examination lie announced that

lie found Bacillus alvei, and that the diseased condition is identical

with that found in England. That this ropy type |
for such it was)

is found in England can not be doubted, but that the germ- which

Mr. Cowan saw were Bacillus <//>-<; may well be doubted. I have

taken particular pains to ask Mr. E. R. Root, who was present,

whether Mr. Cowan made a cultural examination, and was assured

that the microscopic examination was tin 1 only one made.

The announcement of this examination in Gleanings in Bee Oil-
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lure and the A r> (' of Bee Culture, coupled with the excellent repu

tat ion of Mr. Cowan, made this appear convincing i<> A.merican bee

keepers. It must l>e remembered, however, that at that time no one

had questioned the presence of Bacillus alvei in American foul

brood and on finding bacilli the conclusion that they were Bacillus

alvi i was natural, even though erroneous.

Mi-. Edward Bertrand, in his book " Conduite dn Rucher,"
1 makes

a similar announcement, stating that he and Mr. Cowan examined

brood described ;b ropy and found Bacillus alvei.

[Mr. Dadant: I have received a letter from Mr. Bertrand. lie

informs me that they (Mr. Cowan and himself) had examined foul

brood, but I know from the tone of the letter that no cultures were

made.
|

To indicate how much reliance may In* placed in microscopic exami-

nations in the absence of cultural tests, let me quote from Sternberg's

Text-book of Bacteriology, L901 edition, pages L3 and II. It should

be home in mind that this refers to all microscopic examinations of

bacteria and not specifically to bee diseases.

The bacteria are also classified according to their biological characters, ami it

will he necessary to consider tin 1 various modes of grouping them from different

points of view other than that which relates to their form. This is the more

important, inasmuch as we are not able to differentiate species by morphological

characters alone. Tims, for example, there arc among the spherical bacteria,

or micrococci, numerous well-estahlished species which the most expert micro

scopist could not differentiate by the use of the microscope alone; the same is

true of the rod-shaped bacteria. The assumption often made by investigators

who are not sufficiently impressed with this fact, that two micro-organisms from

different sources, or even from the same source, are the same because stained

preparations examined under the microscope look alike, has led to serious errors

and to much confusion. As an example of what is meant, we may refer to the

pus organisms. Before the introduction of Koch's "plate method" micrococci

had been observed in the pus of acute abscesses. Some of these were grouped in

chains streptococci and some were single, or in pairs, or in groups of four;

hut whether these were simply different modes of grouping in ;i single species, or

whether the Chain micrococci represented ;i distinct -pedes. \\;is no1 determined

with certainty. That there were in fact four or more distinct species to he

found in the pus of acute abscesses was not suspected until Rosenbacb and

Passef demonstrated that this is the case, and showed thai not only is the

streptococcus ;i distinct species, hnt that among i he cocci not associated in

chains there are three species which are to Pe distinguished from each other by

their color when grown on the surface of a solid culture medium. One of these

has n milk-white color, one is of ;i lemon-yellow color, while the third is ;i

golden-yellow.

This brings us down to the work of Doctor White. His investiga-

tions were begun with Dr. V. A. Moore in L902, and in January, L903,

a preliminary repoii was published. During the first year speci-

mens of "black brood" were examined and to the surprise of the

investigators Bacillus alvei was Pound in every case. Obviously,
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then, they were working with the foul brood of Cheshire and Cheyne

(European foul brood). In a second short paper by Doctor White

m brief uote is given concerning some work done on the " ropy type"

of foul brood. He recognized that he was dealing with a disease the

cause of which had not been described and the disease is called for

the time " X brood " and the bacillus. Bacillus X. The final results

of the investigation appear in Technical Series, No. 14. Bureau of

Entomology, under the title "The Bacteria of the Apiary, with

Special Reference to Bee Diseases." Doctor White's description of

r>,n ill us larva is as follow-:

Bacillus Larv.k.

Occurrence.—Constantly present in diseased brood from colonics affected with

Aiiierie;m foul brood.

Gelatin.—There is no growth.

Morphology.—It is a slender rod. having a tendency to form in chains. This

is especially true when grown in bee-larvae bouillon.

Motility.—The bacillus is rather sluggishly motile.

Spores.—Spore formation takes place. This can be observed best in the dif-

ferent stages of the disease and decay of the larva 1
.

Oxygen requirements.—When Liborius's method is used, the best growth

usually appears near to but not on the surface. After a few generations a

surface growth may be obtained.

Bouillon.—There is no growth.

Glucose bouillon.—There is no growth.

Lactose.—There is no growth.

Saccharose.—There is no growth.

Agar plate.—There is no growth.

Bce-lumr agar.—The inoculations must be made witli the medium liquefied.

I'lie growth takes place near to but rarely on the surface. Cultures must pass

through a few generations before a satisfactory surface growth can be secured.

Bee-larvw agar slant.—On the surface of this medium a thin, gray, aonviscid

growth takes place.

Glucose agar.—Slight growth lias been observed in the medium. No gas is

produced.

I 'of a to.—There is no growth.

1/ ilk. -There is no growth.

Litmus milk.—There is no growth.

/'<rni< illation.—In bee-larva' bouillon no gas is produced.

Indol.—There is no growth in sugar-free bouillon.

To summarize, then. Bacillus alvei is found universally in Euro-

pean foul brood: Bacillus larva in American foul brood. No specific

micro-organisms have been found for the so-called pickle brood or

paralysis. Knowledge of the two worst brood diseases is accurate

enough to enable us to combat them by applying principle- acquired

by comparison with results of work with other micro-organisms.

That our knowledge is complete is far from true. Not only is

there much to bo learned which is of purelx scientific interest, but

points of th»' highest practical importance are yet undetermined.
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[Note.—Several other papers of importance have been issued <>n

this subject which were not discussed at the [nspectors* meeting.
They, however, have an important bearing on this subject. Lambotte
derided that Bacillus mesentericus vulgatus causes " foul brood," or,

in other words, that Bacillus alv< i is hut a variety of Bacillus me8< n

t(i '/<iis. His work, however, is far from convincing. The principal
point of interest in this regard is that he had great difficulty in get

ting a growth from the ropy type of foul brood (American foul

brood) on ordinary media. Burn in L904 published an account of
In- work and found Bacillus <tlr<J in a few specimen.- from Switzer-
land (indicating that European foul brood is found there), hut

found another organism which grows with difficulty; the latter is

undescribed and unnamed, and it is possible and probable that lie

worked with Bacillus larva White. Maassen (1906) found the same
difficulty, isolating Bacillus <//r<i in only L3 specimens of diseased

brood out of L12 received, lie. too, found an organism which could
he made to grow on ordinary media only with difficulty and called hy
him Bacillus brandenburgiensis. It is undescribed, so far as is known
to the writer. He also claims to have found another organism, Spi-
rochete apis Maassen, hut has not established any causal relationship.

These papers all tend to confirm the work of Doctor White. Bacil-

lus alvei is not found in the ordinary ropy type of " foul brood," but

another organism is; this is probably the Bacillus larvm of Doctor
White.

In the face of all these facts several prominent bee men of Kn<j:-

land are attempting to discredit all this work, the criticism, so far as

is known to the writer, being based entirely on comparisons of litera-

ture and on an entire lack of investigation. They have, further, mis-

read the papers issued by the Department of Agriculture on this sub-

ject. It seems entirely unnecessary, therefore, to review the criticism

m detail.—E. F. P.]

EXISTENCE OF BOTH AMERICAN FOUL BROOD AND EUROPEAN F01 L BROOD
IX THE SAME COLONY.

Mr. Atchley. Do you think that both diseases, American foul

brood and European foul brood, could exist in the same colony '.

Doctor Phillips. Reports are sometimes received that a colony i-

infected with both di>ea>e^ at the same time, hut this is contrary to

the experience of those persons most conversant with these condition-.

While it may he possible for a colony to have the infection of both

diseases at the same time, it i> not by any means the rule, and such

cases arc probably not authentically reported.

Both diseases are found in New York State. The inspectors have

to treat both diseases and they treat both in the same way. but they

have never found both diseases in the same colony.

GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIB1 TION OF AMERICAN FOUL BROOD.

Mr. Dadant. [s not the American foul brood spread more over the

world \

Doctor Phillips. It would seem so from the literature. It is

found in almost every State of the Onion, while European foul brood
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IS, as far a^ is known, found only in the States mentioned a while

hack.

Mr. Dadant. The American foul brood is characterized by the ropy

condition. The French name for their common brood disease is

• loque," meaning tatters, and this name therefore refers to what we
call American foul brood.

Mr. CoqyssHALL. Which of these diseases i^ the one found in Cuba \

Doctor Phillips. Thai is the American foul brood. It has the

typical ropy character.

EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON VIRULENCE.

Mr. L. F. Juneau (Colorado). I would like to ask if brood diseases

arc equally bad in all States or has climate anything to do with the

virulence of the diseases?

Doctor Phillips. Climate undoubtedly makes a great difference.

The American foul brood of California is not anything like the same

disease in the East. It is simply terrible in California. Mr. Rankin
will tell us about that later in the day. It is the same disease, but

its ravages arc much worse.

.Mr. J t NK.u. Mr. T. L. Thompson (Colorado) sent some pickle

brood to Dr. W. R. Howard, and the latter called it "black brood."

but said: " In your State it will not be so bad."

Doctor Phillips. It was probably not European foul brood. That

disease has not been found west of the Mississippi River.

association of inspectors of apiaries.

It was decided that it would be well for the inspectors of apiaries

of the various States to be organized in some way to bring about

greater cooperation in the work. After discussing the question it

was finally decided that Mr. N. E. France, inspector of apiaries for

Wisconsin, should act as chairman of a committee on organization

and appoint his own associates.

SECOND SESSION, HELD MONDAY AFTERNOON, NOVEMBER l.'. 1906.

Doctor Phillips. In the morning session we covered rather thor-

oughly the scientific side of investigations on bee diseases. That is.

of course, important: but when it comes to the practical work on bee

disease there are two subjects of much greater importance, namely.

methods of treatmenl and legislation. We w ill first discuss the treat-

ment of these two brood diseases and then take up the discussion, in

so far ;i- we can. of the laws now existing, with suggestions as to the

form which a law should have to give the besl results and the powers

which should be given to the inspectors under the various conditions

which may arise. I have, however, a paper that I wish to read first,
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which was written by Mr. Charles Stewart, of Sammonsville, N. \ ..

one of the inspectors of thai State. I had the pleasure and prn ilege

of spending four week- in the field with Mi -

. Stewart last spring, and

1 feel that I ran say thai if there an' any good inspectors in the

United States one of them i> Mr. Charles Stewart. Mr. Stewart' is

exceedingly sorry that he ran not be here, and he requested me t<> read

thi- paper to von.

APIARY INSPECTION IN NEW YORK STATE.

By ( 'ii \s. Si i w \i: i

.

Inspector, Third l>isiri<i.

Brother [nspectors: It is with a feeling of regrel that I write

thi- paper, knowing that it will he impossible for me to be with you

at what musl be both a pleasant and profitable meeting.

It i- hardly accessary for me to describe European foul brood nor

to refer to its entrance into New York State, except to say that it was

brought in some year- ago by a shipment of bees from one of the

Southern States, and just as we were feeling that we had nearly

stamped it out and were masters of the situation we discovered that

at least one if not two fresh importations had been made in a -eel ion

of the State where no trouble of this kind formerly existed.

I wish to call your attention to the fact that no bee keeper can feel

reasonably safe from infection until every State in the Union is

under the surveillance of a keen-eyed inspector who knows every spot

of disease in his jurisdiction and allows no bees to be shipped out of

such territory. Had the inspectors of New York State not adopted

this rule, disease would have spread not only all over our State, but to

far distant point-, a- many, fearing the loss of their apiaries, were

eager to -ell at a sacrifice. In order not to make this rule a hardship

to our people, we have made it a practice to find a buyer within the

diseased territory competent to cure the disease and so keep our

t rouble- wit hin our own family.

I wish I had the power to paint to you in word- the pathetic

picture when four good men and t rue. who had been bee keepers from

boyhood and had large interests to protect, took up this work. I

have -ecu the face- of strong men blanch with fear or turn crimson

with anger at the first vi-it of an inspector, and later, when their bees

were saved and their product marketed, the young man sent back

to college, their little children cared for, or perhaps the home saved,

these -a me men with tear- on t heir cheek would give one a hand clasp

that was far more eloquent than word- and possesses a value beyond

gold. 1 question if there is an inspector present to-day who from a

mere money point of view would not be letter oil' if he had given
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bis entire time to bis own business; yet I bonor this American spirit

you possess in that, having once started out to accomplish results,

you refuse to turn back until the end is attained.

I hardly feel like posing as an instructor to this gathering of in-

spectors, hut will call your attention to a few important points. A
questiou often asked is, " How does the disease spread so rapidly?" I

would answer, " By means of infected honey." No field bee from an

infected colony goes out with its honey sack so empty of honey that

it contains no germs, and on their return many bees mistake their

hive and carry disease to their near neighbors in the same apiary, so

that it is a common thing to find a badly infected colony and those

in the same row infected in proportion to their distance from the

source of contagion.

How the disease spread from yard to yard when no robbing took

plaee was for a long time a puzzling question, until I found an

apiary of black bees 3 miles from an apiary of golden Italian- that

were infected. In many colonies of the yard of blacks cotdd be found

a sprinkling of the golden Italians and in nearly every case these

colonies showed traces of disease. Evidently bees are often driven

by stress of weather or some other cause to seek shelter far from

home, and thus disease may be spread.

We have found no bees immune from disease, yet some vigorous

strains of Italians are nearby so. For years we have recommended

the introduction of young Italian queens, but have warned the owner

of an infected apiary not to depend on that alone, as it would prove

disastrous in localities where the disease has just made its appearance

and the bees are mostly black. This method will often prove very

successful where European foul brood has existed for some time and

lost much of its virulence, but, like the use of drugs, it i- not a safe

method for the inspector to advocate, while the shaking method has

never failed us if done in a thorough manner. Colonies that are

found to be diseased late in the season may be cured by taking away
all their combs after brood rearing has ceased and giving them clean

combs from a healthy colony, as any disease germs that are contained

in the honey sack will have been eliminated long before brood rearing

commences in the spring.

In conclusion I would say that to be successful as an inspector a

man should not only be well versed in the management of bees and

bee diseases, but he must be broad minded, even tempered, possess a

libera] amount of tact and diplomacy, and be a shrewd judge of

human nature. Yes, and even more, he should be able to win the con-

fidence of other- and share their burdens, and when the time draw-

nigh when the working tool- of Life -hall drop from his nerveless

cla-p he may look" back with satisfaction to a life well spent in the

service of others.
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Doctor Phillips. When the notices were firs! sent out concerning

this meeting I wrote to Mr. Fred A. Parker, of Lompoc, Cal., under

the impression that he was Inspector of Santa Barbara County. Ii

seems that be has resigned and Santa Barbara County now has no

inspector. He has, however, sent a paper, which will now be read:

AMERICAN FOUL BROOD ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

By Fred A. 1
' auk i r,

Former Inspector (or Santa Barbara County, Cal,

During my term as inspector of apiaries for Santa Barbara County,

Cal., in the year L905, l.<>7-*> colonics of bees were inspected. I dis

covered 17 cases of American foul brood and Pound 17') colonic- not

on movable frames. These were ordered transferred, and in some

instances I did the work myself. Every case of foul brood was

either burned or treated by the shaking method. Five were burned,

being too weak in numbers to treat. Preparatory to burning, I would

dig a hole about 2 feet deep and build a lire in it. then throw in the

frames containing the diseased brood. After the lire did it< work

the hole was filled with dirt to prevent bees from getting diseased

honey, if any might have been left unconsumed. If any comb was

attached to the hives the latter were placed on the lire in the hole

and when the interior was a mass of (lames they were removed with a

shovel, hoc. or other long-handled tool and water thrown on to ex-

tinguish the flames if the wood had caught fire. The bee- were

shaken into an empty hive and allowed to build ^>ml> on the lid foi

three days, when they were shaken onto frames with starters and

allowed to proceed. The comb was scraped from the lid and the lid

scorched. This treatment, if carefully performed, is successful in

about nine-tenths of the cases treated. Bee keeper- are generally

too careless in handling the diseased combs, thus giving other bees

an opportunity to steal a load of infected honey.

I have read many statements to the effect that queens do not carry

the infection, but my experience has convinced me otherwise. I had

shaken six diseased colonies in my own apiary in L902 and four

were completely cured. "While I was equally careful in handling

these cases the disease reappeared in two of them. 1 -hook them

again, and again in due time the disease appeared. This caused me

to suspect that the queens were defective, and to test it I exchanged

them with the queens of two perfectly healthy colonic-, shaking the

diseased stock again. In both cases the cure was complete, while the

disease appeared in the brood of the formerly healthy colonies. This

appeal's to me to demonstrate beyond doubt that the ovaries of queens

are occasionally infected, that their eggs t ransmit the germs of Ameri-

can foul brood, and that the disease will develop in any colony to
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which they are introduced. If this occurs in one-third of the cases

or one-tenth, it will pay to requeen in every case, mile— you have an

especially valuable queen you want to save, in which case it may pay

to experiment. For t lint reason I now practice requeening every

colony treated 1'or American foul brood.

My experience witli drugs ha- been unsatisfactory in every case.

I have tried carbolic, rosemary, Bingham's sulphur plan (as outlined

in Gleanings in Bee Culture, April L5, L902), the formaldehyde spray

plan (Gleanings in Bee Culture, December 1. L903 ).an<l uaphthol, but

while all these drugs have the effect of checking the disease and pre-

venting it- spread over the combs as long as used, none of them cure-

it. regardless of the duration or persistence of its application.

I have not tried the formalin-gas plan, nor do I intend to try it. or

any other drug treatment, so long as the shaking treatment will (aire.

While destruction of frames and comb- is expensive, it is to my mind

cheaper in the end than experimenting with every new cure that is

exploited in the bee journals. After trying these you are forced to

resort to the shaking treatment to make the cure complete, so why
not use it at first and save the trouble and expense ( So long as honey

contains spores, so long will drugs fail, because they can not reach

and destroy the spores. Even if a temporary cure could be effected

the disease would reappear when the bees began feeding the larva

this germ-laden honey. Nothing short of removing all the combs

will make the cure permanent.

As an apiarist I have had experience in many infected apiaries,

and in every yard where the disease has ever been, with one excep-

tion, a few cases cfevelop every season, and will continue to do so

until these old combs are retired. If a whole apiary is to be

treated, it pays to save the wax and honey, but I do not believe in

bothering with them if onlv a few hives are to be treated: it does

not pay to take the trouble. Of course progress i- desirable, and I

would not discourage anyone who wants to experiment with drug

treatments, but I believe if any good is ever derived therefrom, it

will come from the work of experiment station- or trained scientists,

who have the means and time to devote to it and do not have to

depend on apiculture for a living.

American foul brood seems to act differently here than in most

places. The question may arise, N it American foul brood? It

has the sunken, perforated cappings and the foul, glue-like odor,

and it rope- from one-eighth to several inches. I have seen many
cases where the brood chamber was badly affected with foul brood,

but when a honey (low came, the queen moved up and not one cell

<>f disease appeared. I have known these bee- to cast strong -warm-,

which proved to be entirely healthy.

Again, I have known American foul brood to disappear without
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any treatment whatever. Mr, B. Dickens, one of the most intelligent

.nit I obsen ing apiarists, had marked a colony for treatment. Not being

able to attend to it for several weeks, he was surprised when he did

open it to find every trace of the disease gone. I had the -nine expe

rience this season. The most amazing case of this character, however,

was 1 1 u i experience of Mr. \Y. J. Oates (now my business partner) in

L903. He purchased an apiary of 30 colonies, nearly every colony

being badly affected with fou] brood. The former owner. Mr. J. II.

McGee, desired to get rid of the colonies, not caring to go to the

trouble of shaking them. Mr. Oates (rented the whole apiary by

the shaking treatment. A.-- soon as there was sealed brood in the

hives, it was seen that disease had developed in about three-fourths

of them. I examined these colonies myself, and if they did not

have the disease after the shaking, then I never saw a case of Amer-

ican foid brood. Mr. Oates did nothing more to them. and. becoming

disgusted with the proposition, he sold out to Mr. F. S. Moon-head

and went to Nevada. The year L904 was a poor season here, and

honey was extracted from these hives once, I think. Nothing was

done for the disease. In L905 I inspected these bees, expecting to

find them reeking with disease, but to my surprise I could not find

a single case of foul brood; it had completely disappeared. Mr.

Oates was surprised when informed of this, but he managed this

apiary that season on the shares, and no disease developed. I had

occasion to look through this apiary just Last week, and not one case

of disease exists there to-day. That is a case I can not understand,

unless it is that by the shaking the bees were relieved of all diseased

honey, and. being shaken in the fall, the queens ceased laying

entirely later, and the bees cleaned out all infection. Hut I am
unable to account for the wholesale reappearance of the disease,

nide— the treatment was carried out in a careless manner. I am
certain that the circumstances occurred just as related. The Simmins

plan is not a drug plan, and I intend to lot it next season, if I find

any American foul brood.

Sometime- disease spreads quite rapidly ln'ic infecting one-half

or more of the colonic- in two seasons. Then I know of some apiaries

where a few cases have existed for years without any perceptible

increase. I know of one instance where an apiary was entirely

destroyed by the disease in one season. Whether our climatic con-

dition- have anything to do with the matter I do not know, but it

is a fact that foul brood as it exists here is of ;i ver\ erratic nature.

Furthermore, it is dangerous, and a relentless war should be waged

against it nut il it is exterminated.

A paper entitled "The appointment of inspectors," by Fred A.

Parker, of California, was then read, in which the writer showed
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that the work" of the inspector is far from easy. Many bee keepers

criticize the work' of the inspector as sood as their apiaries are exam-

ined, and fault i- found with inspection and the inspectors. It i- the

duty of the bee keeper to uphold the inspector a- long a- he i- doing

honesl work tor the bee-keeping industry. The salary paid an

inspector is in mosl cas<

—

mailer than the income he could make by

remaining at home and doing the required work in his own apiary,

so that inspection is usually done at a financial loss to the inspector.

Mr. J. M. Rankin (California). It has been my privilege since

Max. L905, to be in touch with bee-disease work on the Pacific coast.

During this time I have visited many diseased apiaries throughout

the State of California.

I-Y\\ eastern people have an adequate conception of the bee-keeping

industry in California. It is not an uncommon thing for one man to

own -1.000 colonies of bees. This, of course, puts the business on an

entirely different footing than in the East. In the same way. condi-

tions of disease are also different. The control of American foul

brood among so many colonies becomes a much more difficult proposi-

tion than it is where the bee keeper owns only fifty to seventy-five col-

onies. There -eenis to be no doubt, also, that the American foul brood

is much more virulent in California than in the East. Whether this

is due to some climatic condition or not, I do not know. I have seen

an apiary showing only slight infection in February become almost

a total wreck in August. In California, also, the bees fly nearly 300

out of the 365 days in the year, and the honey flow in most parts of

the State is of comparatively short duration. This makes condition-

favorable for more rapid infection than in colder climate- where the

bees are confined to their hives during about half of the year.

Under such conditions you can readily see that treating the disease

is difficult. It must be done at exactly the right time and under fav-

orable conditions or the treatment is worse than useless. Some of

the best inspectors in California use the -baking treatment, and all of

them shake twice, a- well as disinfect the contaminated hives. There

are some few men who do not believe in treating by this method and

who burn all diseased colonies, only saving hives when these are in

good condition. In counties where bees can be bought for "><> cents

a -warm it may not be a bad plan to destroy all diseased colonic-, as

this i- certainly an effective treatment if the burning i- complete.

A treatment very favorably thought of by some is that of thor-

ouehlv boiling all diseased material. A large tank is \^cA and the

diseased colonic-, after having been sulphured the night before, are

carried to the tank and all the comb- thrown in. After all the wax is

melted, the frames are removed from the tank and placed on the lire

under 'he tank as fuel. This is certainly an effective way of eradi-
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eating the disease and can be recommended more highly than the

burning plan, as by this means tin* wax is not destroyed.

California lias tin" county system <>!' inspection, and probably the

smallest number of colonies which one inspector has to look after is

30,000, From thai number the colonics run up to 1.50,000 in a single

county.

Doctor Phillips. What Mr. Rankin has just said is in line with

my own observation during the middle of the summer. I visited one

apiary in Ventura County, with Mr. A. (i. Edmondson, the inspector

for that county, and be showed me L51 hives. Two years ago this

apiary was in the hands of a competent bee keeper and no disease

was present. Ventura County is so large that the inspector can

cover only one half in one year and the other half the next year.

When we examined the apiary we found Lo healthy colonies and L36

hives in which the bees were dead or nearly so.

TREATMENT FOB BEE DISEASES.

In discussing the methods of treatment, it would be a good plan

to call on each of the inspectors present and get each one to tell what

method he employs. We should hear (irst from Mr. \. E. France,

inspector from Wisconsin. He is the oldest inspector in the United

State- in point of service.

Mr. France. Referring to the paper which was just read. I have

tried some of the methods of using drugs in the apiaries of competent

bee keepers and invariably all these methods are failures in Wis-

consin. The fumigating with formalin seemed for a time to check

the disease, as did also some of the other drugs, but in the end they

all are failures. The one method that has given universal satisfac-

tion we owe to the oldest inspector in America, Mr. William McEvoy,
of Ontario, and it has often been termed the "McEvoy method."

The plan is to remove the bees from the infection and keep them away

long enough to use up whatever infected honey there is in the stomach

of the bee.

I am not satisfied to stop with finding disease in a yard and imme-

diately prescribing treatment. In fact, I seldom, after looking over

the yard and finding the disease, begin to prescribe treatment, for I

feel that we are not yet ready for it. 'What is the use of treating

when some neighbors might have diseased colonies? Take a wide

circuit : then treat at once nil colonic- having disease. This has some-

times vexed the beejkeepers, for they want me to stay and -how them

what to do at once, but I tell them that I see no good in treating

colonic- while leaving another source <d* infection.

I try first to instruct the owner of the bee- to be careful in hi- man-

agement. If. in my judgment, he is one who keep- the apiary clean.
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and if I can depend upon him, I -it down and go over the " McEvoy"
plan with li i in very carefully, asking him from time to time if he

understands it. If he says that he does. I say: "Now. 1 am your

student; tell me what to do. When you can tell me what you arc

going to do, I will trusl it to you." In nearly all such cases they have

treated it without my assistance, and cured it. I can not recommend
an\ thing better than the " McEvoy " plan.

Doctor Phillips. There i- just one thing I should wish to add to

that. The treatment of taking bees from the infected combs was

originated in L769 by Schirach, as nearly as I can find out. and if we

are going hack to give credit to the originator of this plan. Mr. Mc-

Evoy i> not the man to get that credit.

Mr. (i. W. York (Illinois). Was not the plan original with Mr.

McEvoy?
Doctor Phillips. It was probably original with him. but it was

advocated long before in many European works.

Mr. Smith. The ground has been thoroughly covered by Mr.

France. Two years ago Mr. France said to me: "Now. Smith. I

have tried almost everything, but I find the 'McEvoy * plan the best.

My advice is to use the ' McEvoy * treatment, as I have done." I have

only had one case this year where I have had to make a second

transfer, and I found that to be due to infection from a neighbor'-

colony that I did not get to treat the first time, but which subsequently

was treated, and the bees were all right. I have no trouble, and I

have great confidence in shaking. I don't alarm the bees. I shall

give my method. In treating a diseased colony I use an extra hive.

to which the bees are to be transferred, and an additional empty hive.

in which I place the infected frames after the bees are -ha ken from

them. The last mentioned is covered with a cloth to prevent other

bees from robbing. First I move the old infected hive back, and in

its place put a clean hive containing clean frame-, with strips of

foundation. The frames are lifted from the old hive, shaken in front

of the new hive, and then covered up in the third hive, which is used

to store infected frames. This is all done in the middle of the day.

If there is no honey in the field, the colony should be fed well at

night.

Mr. J. Q. Stone (Illinois). How do you treat the old hive?

Mr. Smith. I either burn out the hive, paint it with kerosene oil

and have it burned ottt. or wash it in strong -alt water.

Mr. Fred Mini (Ohio). When you -hake the bees, they carry over

honey, do they not?

Mr. Smith. I set the hive right on the ground. I do not jar the

frames hard enough to jar out the honey.

Mr. Mi in. You -hake them oil during the middle of the day. Is

it not better along toward eveninir '.
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Mr. Smith, [f you wait till evening you will never gel through.

Mr. Mi in. !)<> you use smoke in thai operation?

M r. Sm 1111. I use no smoke.

Mr. M i i ii. I low long do you keep t he bees on the strips of Pounda

t ion : do you feed t hem right away \

Mr. Smith. Yes.

Mr. Mi in. You don't believe in starving them :ii all?

Mr. Smith. No, because the bees coming from the fields are loaded

w n Ii honey.

Mr. Mi ru. Do I understand that the bees have these bacteria all

over them \

Doctor Phillips. Yes; they have the contamination on them.

When they are shaken they of course have it all over them, and when

they arc shaken off they doubtless take the bacteria with them.

The McEvoy system is the radical treatment of shaking twice, which

the majority of bee keepers do not use.

Mr. York. If 1 mistake not, Mr. McEvoy recommends the second

shaking.

Doctor Phillips. He recommends the second shaking after the bees

begin to drop from starvation.

Question. What do you do with the unhatched brood in the infected

hive?

Mr. Smith. My recommendation is to destroy the whole thing.

EFFECT OF REQTJEENING ON DISEASE.

Mr. Dadant. Has removing the queens any value in treating the

two diseases? Alexander. Simmins, and others have recommended

removing the queens. Is this of any value in either disease?

Doctor Phillips. A- has been stated before to-day, I -pent four

week- last spring with the inspectors of New York State in the field.

Both American foul brood and European foul brood are found in

that State, but practically the same method of treatment is advocated

by the inspectors for both diseases. Colonies found to be diseased are

shaken according to the method which has been described several

t imes in this meet ing.

In order to save any healthy brood which is found in colonies

infected with disease, the sealed brood from several colonic-, four

to eight, is piled up in hive bodies above a weak colony which i<

diseased. In seven to ten day- all the brood which is worth saving

will have emerged and the weak colony will have been changed to one

strong enough to treat This colony is then treated by the shaking

method as were the other-. There is no necessity of waiting more

than ten day-, for brood which was unsealed when the brood was first

attacked will scarcely be \'^*\ sufficiently to emerge.

In addition to this treatment, the inspectors recommend the in-
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traduction of young, rigorous Italian queens from good stock. It

has been shown repeatedly that Italian bees are less liable to disease

than most of the black bees, especially of degenerate stock, as is so

much of the black stock when no attention is paid to improvement.

In a pamphlet issued in L903 by the inspectors of New York the

introduction of Italian brood was recommended. This is not

advocated a- a cure, however, but merely as a means of protecting the

colony againsl future infection.

Reference has been made to the introduction of Italian queens as a

method of curing disease, and to this method the name of Mr. Alex-

ander i- attached. In the article in which Mr. Alexander first

advocated the plan he says, in part:

" Bow to rid your apiary of Mack brood" (By E. W. Alexander).

This cure is on the line of introducing new blood into the apiary, * * *

Go to every diseased colony you have and build it up either by giving frames

of maturing brood or uniting two or more until you have them fairly strong.

After this, go over every one and remove the queen; then in nine days go over

them again, and be sure to destroy every maturing queen cell or virgin, if any

have hatched. Then go to your breeding queen and take enough of her newly

hatched larvae to rear enough queen cells from to supply each one of your dis-

eased queenless colonies with a ripe queen cell or virgin just hatched.. These

are to be introduced to your diseased colonies on the twentieth day after you

have removed their old queen, and not one hour sooner, for upon this very

point your whole success depends ; for your young queen must not commence
to lay until three or four days after the last of the old brood is hatched, or

twenty-seven days from the time you remove the old queen. If you are very

careful about this matter of time between the last of the old brood hatching

and the young queen commencing to lay, you will find the bees will clean out

their breeding combs for this young queen, so that she will till them with as

fine healthy brood as a hive ever contained. This I have seen in several hun-

dred hives, and have never seen a cell of the disease in a hive after being

treated as above described.

It is not necessary to remove any of the combs or honey from the diseased

colony: neither is it necessary to disinfect anything about the hive. Simply

remove the old queen, and be sure the young queen does not commence to lay

until three or four days after the old brood is all hatched. This treatment

with young Italian queens is a perfect :re for black brood.

In regard to those old queens that were formerly in your old hives. I think it

besl to kill them wheu you first take them from their colonies—not that the

queen is responsible for the disease, for I am sure she is not : but a young
Italian queen thai lias beeu reared from a choice honey-gathering strain is

worth so much more to you that I can not advise saving these old queens.

I have experimented along this line considerably, and found, after the colony

has been without a queen twenty-seven days, as above directed, it will usually

be safe to give them one .if these old queens, and the cure will be the same.

si ill. there have been exceptions, so l advise killing them at once.

The essential point in the treatment is to allow several days to

elapse after the emergence of the last of the healthy brood before

the queen begins to lay.

a Gleanings in Bee Culture, November 1, 1003.
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There are several points in this treatment and its successful nppli

cation by Mr. Alexander which may well claim our attention. In

the first place the scales formed by the dried larvae of European

foul brood arc less adhesive than arc those formed when American

foul brood is present. Ii is therefore easier for the bees to clean

oiii ilie cells, and in most cases, ai any rate, a strong colony would do

this. This i> one point, then, in favor of the Alexander treatment

{>{' European foul brood.

Mr. Alexander's apiary is Located in a portion of New York State

(Delanson, Schenectady County) where European foul brood has

been prevalent for several years. It is a matter of common observa-

tion that this disease becomes less virulent in any given locality

within a few years, and it is very probable that this plan might be

successful in Mi- Alexander's apiary and not in localities where the

disease is just appearing. At any rate, it js unwise to advocate it-

use in new regions when there is an established remedy thf shaking

met hod.

The hives used by Mr. Alexander seem to me to have a decided

bearing on this subject. They are several inches shorter than the

Langstroth hive. and. as a result, in the spring, when European foul

brood usually appears, there is not a large supply of honey on hand.

This, taken into consideration with the fact that very little honey

comes in before August 1 in that locality, is very significant. The

hive is not full of infected honey, and consequently when the bees

clean out the combs they gei all the infected material present. That

this method woidd he successful in a moderate-sized hive—e. g., a

LO-frame Langstroth—may well he doubted, for in the twenty-

seven days during which the colony is left queenless many cells

containing contaminated honey would be left untouched. Either

we must advocate very small hives or advise against the Alexander

method as a cure.

The New York inspectors say that the publication of the Alexander

plan ha- been a great detriment to Bee keepers.

Mr. France. I visited a yard last year where there were 22 infected

colonies. The owner wished to save some new drawn-out comb- that

were on hives \'vcc from the disease. As an experiment we used foun-

dation with hall of the colonies and in the other- we put the QeVi

comb-. Eleven had to be treated again, while the other-, right in

the same yard, did not. Von can kill the germs m the honey, but

you have to boil it until it is a- black as molasses to do it.

Mi'. Loi is SCHOLL (Texas). I do not know that \ e;in say iniieli

about treatment in Texas. We do not rely on the shaking treatment

at all. Whenever we have had foul brood we have tried something

a- radical as could be practiced that is, the burning of the dis-

eased colonic-. There is one trouble that we have here in shaking

30547—Xo. 70— <)7 m 5
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the bees, and thai is that if we treat the bee- during the honey flow

there is so much danger of shaking out the honey and starting the

disease again in that wav. The other thing with which we have to

contend is robbing. During a honey flow there is a good deal of

inside robbing almost all the time. Until we find something that

is absolutely sure and absolutely a good thing we -hall resort to the

burning of colonic- whenever we find them infected. The way we

use th< i lire treatment i- to inspect the yard- and then toward evening

we dig a pit about LO feet wide, according to the number of colonies

to he treated, and build a brush fire. By the time we have that

burning well we go to the colonies that are to be " treated" and use

sulphur in a smoker. The entrance is smoked a little, and this kill-

all the bee-. We go from one colony to another to kill the bees, to

keep them from lea vino- the hives in handling; we know that no live

bees can escape from those colonies. We remove the comb- and burn

them, then the bottom boards and the cover- are treated over the

flames. The hive bodies are stacked on a single bottom board, and

from a small can of kerosene we pour just a little oil from the

top down the sides: by throwing in some dry grass or anything of

that kind, which has been lighted first, the fire will -tart at the bot-

tom and the hive bodies will act a- a chimney. In that way we

scorch the hive bodies for a few minutes. As soon as these have

been scorched sufficiently we close up the top with a bottom board or

cover and close the entrance of the hive with earth: then we leave

them for a little while for what Ave call " steaming."

Mr. Anderson. Is there any way of safely detecting American

foul brood before the cells are broken, and how long i> it after it is

sealed before the cap is broken? That is a question I have been di>-

cussing at home, and I would like to know if there is a way that it

<an be detected. For instance, if you have not treated a colony suc-

cessfully, or suppose American foul brood has been in your locality

and you are waiting for it. can you catch it before all the larvae are

exposed I

If there are only two or three diseased cells in a colony and if you

cut those out. will the disease go any farther? I have read that if

the cell capping- are broken and you take out those particular cells

you will never see the disease again in that colony. I have heard an

inspector say that he can tell the disease in his own apiary. lie

claim- that there is a way to tell it before the capping is broken, and

he says he can take away the disease then and it will not reappear.

I know he can. because he ha- proved it. He can tell where foul

brood i- before he can actually see it. He further says that the

larvae are killed, but do not -how it for forty-two day- afterwards.

Now. I want to know if anyone else ha- found such to be the case.

Doctor Phillips. I think his record stands alone.
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Mr. Ajnderson. I know this: [f you cut this foul brood out before

there is another exposure, you won't get it in thai colony unless n
i

carried from somewhere else. I have proved that.

Doctor Phillips. A.s far as the forty-two day-" time is concerned,

I have do faith in it. because in most cases inside of forty-two days

the colony would be dead. I have seen that demonstrated.

Mr. Holekamp. I might ask how early can the disease be dis

covered \

Doctor Phillips. Not sooner than the ropiness of the larvae be

comes evident. I never saw a sample of diseased brood from

Texas, but, assuming for the moment that the condition'- in this

Stale are similar to those in California, the method described in the

East is not going to work in Texas. It will work where the disease

is not virulent: The same thing holds true for European foul brood.

Where it has existed for live years it is easily treated, nnd the Alex-

ander treatment is sometimes successful, but it is not when the dis

ease first appears in a locality. As you know, European foul brood

started in New York and is spreading to the Vermont line. You

will find a great difference in the type of disease in Schoharie County

and on the Vermont line. The same thing seems to hold in a differ-

ent way for the American foul brood. The disease is much more

easy to combat in the East than in the West. I visited California

this summer. Inspectors there have proved to their satisfaction l hat

Eastern methods are not satisfactory, and they told me that it is

necessary to burn out the hives. Mr. Smith does not burn hi- hives,

and the inspector in New York does not burn hives: they insist, how-

ever, that no honey and no wax cells remain in the hives and that the

hives b«- dean. That does not prove satisfactory in California. We
know that this one disease is a very different proposition under dif-

ferent climatic conditions, and in discussing treatment it is neces-

sary to bring out this point. In discussing treatment in bee jour-

nal- writers forget or do not realize that the plans which they advo-

cate may not do in different places. As Mi-. Parker said in his

paper, the eastern treatment will cure nine-tenths, but the oilier

tenth has to be taken care of. The disease seems to be much more

virulent in the western part of the United States than in the east-

ern part.

Mr. L. Scholl. Our condition- are the same here a- in California,

I am -ure. We have tried some of the shaking treatments, but they

were unsatisfactory. On account of the character of the disease here,

we think we are on the safe side in using the burning method until

we can find something better. While Mr. Smith and oilier- gave their

method of shaking the bee-. I wish to put the <|iie-tion whether these

treatments would work' west of the Mississippi River, and that i-

why we have been practicing such radical measures here. My brother,
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who i> here from the Agricultural and Mechanical College of Bryan,

Tex., working for Professor Conradi, has been conducting experi-

ments on this shaking treatment, and yon might get him to tell yon

something about it.

Mr. Ernest Scholl (Texas). I am glad to be called upon, because

T have been paying close attention to the shaking treatment, and as

soon as Mr. J. Q. Smith mentioned his method of shaking but once,

I thought surely he is dealing with different condition- or it must

have been an accident that he succeeded. My work- ha- been mostly

in the northern part of the State, hut in one case I had some work in

the central part. I thought I would try some experiment-. We
tried shaking once, but it would not work: the disease appeared just

as badly a- ever. We tried shaking twice: that worked better, so

that >hows that shaking once does not work here. I have tried many
other experiments, and am still on the go. but this is the only point I

want to bring out. Shaking once i^ not sucessful in Texas, and I don't

think it ever will be. I don't see how Mr. Smith can be successful

in treating, because the bees gorge themselves with honey. Down
here, as soon as you open a hive the bees will run to the cells and.

consequently, shaking once would not work: and. as my brother said,

there is always some honey taken up and the bees carry it into the new

hive.

Mr. Juneau. Mr. Smith's plan i> satisfactory in Colorado. We
shake our bees there, but Ave smoke them a little bit and we -hake only

when a honey flow is on. The honey will sometimes drip on the

wing- of the bees, but it is very seldom that foul brood starts again.

I have been an inspector there for a number of years, and the general

way is to shake the bees hard. We shake them a little bit differ-

ently. We put paper down and we -hake when the honey How is on

and we save nearly all the brood—that is. the healthy brood—and let

it stay twenty-one days. The reason for letting it stay so long i- be-

cause there i> honey around and the bee- hatching out will use it.

Not only do the inspectors instruct that shaking be practiced, but the

State association has issued pamphlets, in which this treatment i>

explained, to be given by the inspector to each man who has foul

brood.

Mr. I). C. Milam (Uvalde County, Tex.). In our locality we are

governed by conditions. If the conditions are not favorable for

-baking, we burn the bee-, frames, and all. If the condition- are

favorable, -baking i- all right. Last May I -hook five colonic- in

one apiary for experiment, and week before last I went there and

they were all right, but honey was not coming in fast.

I wish to -peak of another thing. In thi- apiary I watched espe-

cia y to -re if there was any disease of the unsealed brood and I
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found none. Two years ago I found the disea'se l><>tli in the -ruled

and unsealed brood, and the question conic- up: Have we both dis

eases, the European and the American foul brood? I began to hunt

for another disease attacking sealed brood, and I found it thai year;

l>ut I looked further, and in 65 colonies which I shook off last spring

you could nol find disease in any unsealed brood. Last fall ;i

year ago I went to one apiary thai had several colonic- in winch the

sealed brood was diseased. I (old the family what they could do.

I -aid: ** You will either have to fight this disease and take care of

the colonic- through the winter or you can burn them up." I will

say they were not bee keepers, and they said just to burn up every

thing. I agreed to this, but said that there were two colonic- in the

apiary that had only a few cells diseased, and I would experiment on

them— that I would take them under my own management. I

burned the rest, but I kept those two colonies until this spring. This

spring they became weak and I set one colony on top of the other.

Last week I went hack there, although I had examined them some

time ago, and they had starved to death.

One shaking, I am sure, will do under favorable condition-, hut if

the bees are not gathering honey. ! would not advise shaking.

M EDICATION.

Mr. Dadant. Has anyone ever tried feeding medicated sirup?

The reason I ask the question is because some people succeed with

drui:-.

Mr. Smith. Mr. Reynold- was the first man in Illinois who im

ported Italian queens. lie said that after foul brood got into his

bees and destroyed them he heard of a remedy that could he obtained

at the drug store-, and the next time lie transferred hi- bees he used

this and he had good hick with them.

Mr. Dadant. After shaking them'

Mr. Smith. Yes, sir; and he ordered some of this drug from St

Louis just a short time ago. He -aid he was going to \'rr<\ it to the

bees next spring for fear they would develop the disease again.

Mr. Qdo ToKiM'KKw kin (Texas). It i- a good idea to feed the bees

sugar and aaphthol beta.

Mr. Atciiu-.y. A- Mr. Scholl ha- already stated, I don't believe

treatment will eradicate foul brood in Texas. I have -f^w a few
4

people that have experimented this season in shaking bees. \\ e have

never been able to determine results in shaking in one season. I have

had the disease disappear in the summer and fall and the next year

the colonic- would he diseased again. Another point, in Texas bees

are too cheap to treat. We can hum them and buy other colonic- to

replace them with less expense.
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PICKLE BEOOD.

Mr. Smith. I- there anyone presenl whose bees have been suffering

from pickle brood '.

Mr. Dadant. Mine have, and I used oil of eucalyptus. I thought

I had foul brood and I afterwards discovered that it was pickle

brood. About every four days I fed some oil of eucalyptus and in

three weeks there was no trace of the disease.

Doctor Phillips. Would not that disease have disappeared without

the use of drugs ?

Mr. Dadant. I doubt it. I asked another bee keeper to try the

same thing and the result was the same.

Doctor Phillips. We have no proof that pickle brood is at all

infectious. Oil of eucalyptus is a disinfectant: therefore I was won-

dering what effect it had.

Mr. Holekamp. One of the members of the Missouri State Bee

Keepers* Association, who was about 20 miles from St. Louis, asked

me to come over and help with his bees. He said last spring that his

bees were in a terrible condition: he was very busy and did not know
what to do. A good many of the colonies were in bad condition. He
put a tablespoonful of carbolic acid in a quart of water and sprinkled

his bees with this. He told me they were all well except two colonies.

He said he did not look at them. I looked at them and they were

clean. He told me that he had colonies that had gathered in five

days a super full of honey. He had about 10 square miles of Spanish

heather, but these colonies that had been affected did not make any

surplus, so there must have been some disease.

Doctor Phillips. It might have been pickle brood. Pickle brood

is sometimes pretty bad. but it will disappear.

EXPENSE OF TREATMENT.

Doctor Phillips. Is it so expensive to treat bees? How much does

the colony lose by shaking during the honey flow \

Mr. Anderson. We lose a honey crop. Take all that brood away

from a colony and all that remains is the live bees. For ten days

there is no brood started to take the place of what has been removed.

Mr. Juneau. It is altogether different in our country (Colorado).

We shake bees, and they act just like a new swarm. I have had as

high as two or three swarms from those that have been shaken, if

they were ordinarily good strong colonies, and 1 believe it will do

just as well to shake a colony during a honey How as any time. It

makes no difference.

Doctor Phillips. That is the point I was about to mention. I

know that in Colorado they sometimes shake bees whether there i-

disease or not. because they claim the bees do better. You talk about
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shaking bees being a very expensive operation, but you do not need

;in\ brood during the honey How. and the time makes n great

difference.

Mr. York. There is one thing to be taken Into consideration. Bee

are worth less per colony in Texas and California than in the Bast.

When you talk to ;> man here about burning 30 colonic-, it does not

take all his bees.

Dr. Phillips. I do not know about Texas, but 1 do know that

farther west an eradication of 50 colonies to many of the bee keepers

of tic West is not a serious proposition. The western bee keeper's

normal increase is more than his loss, so it is uot like the loss to a

small bee keeper.

Mr. A.TCHLEY. In Texas we hardly ever find an apiary in which

every colony has the disease; therefore, when we burn the affected

colonic- we have enough left to rebuild the apiary.

Mr. Rankin. In considering this matter of bee disease and lice

inspection one sometimes wonders if the ideal inspector exists. Ii

would seem that bee inspectors are horn, not made. The fact that a

man know- bee disease and its treatment does not indicate that he is

necessarily a good inspector. The most successful inspectors of

whom I know are men who not only know bee disease thoroughly,

lait also have the ability to handle the bee keeper whose bees they

are inspecting. The successful bee inspector, then, must first of all

be able to diagnose the disease and know it under all it- varying

conditions. Next, he must know it> treatment and management

under every condition which may arise: he must know every con-

dition on which the success of the treatment depend-. Then, la-t.

but al-o of vital importance, he must be able to use tact in the hand-

ling of the men whom he i> appointed to help. He must know from

the appearance of a man and from the first word- exchanged just how

to proceed with that particular individual to secure the best results.

Let me add a word in defense of the inspectors. 1 know 14 of

those in California personally, and among them are some very ex-

ceptional men. They are not all equally successful, although I believe

they all know bee diseases thoroughly, but among the entire number
I do not know a single man who i- serving as bee inspector merely

for the money he receives for the work'. Let us give credit to whom
credit i- due. These men are doing good work, and it i- through

these men that the bee keepers must look for the suppression of bee

diseases under the present system. Give them your support and en-

couragement, but uever under any consideration criticize them in

public in a way which would interfere with the work on bee disease.

The law- provide for the removal of an incompetent man. and if a

man i- not competent to serve a- an inspector let him be removed and
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a man put in his place who is competent, but under no circumstances

subject an inspector to the criticism of the bee keepers of the com-

munity or of the bee-keeping press. This is unwise, for it gives the

public a prejudice against inspection rather than against the indi-

vidual inspector, while those few deserving of censure arc perhaps

unaffected.

BOILING HONEY FROM DISEASED COLONIES.

Mr. Mi in. Mr. France has said that you can not kill the germs in

honey until you boil and boil until the life is all out.

Mr. Rankin. All you have to do is to make a hot lire and the

honey will boil. Of course you have not to boil it sufficiently long

to kill the germs.

Mr. Mini. How large is the tank reservoir?

Mr. Rankin. Big enough to hold your combs: as Abraham Lincoln

said of your legs, thev must be long enough to reach the ground. The

tank used by one bee keeper is 6 feet square and -t feet high, and you

would be surprised to see the amount it will take care of.

Mr. Theis (Wis.). Are the frames destroyed then?

Mr. Rankin. Yes; we never use any secondhand frames.

Mr. J. A. Rouse (Mo.). I would like to ask if that water does not

get too thick?

Mr. Rankin. Not at all.

Mr. Rouse. How do you get rid of the honey? I tried that plan

and found that honey and wax hung with the frame- until they did

not look like frames.

Mr. Atciiley. Mr. Rankin's treatment is similar to ours except that

we burn. The labor for digging ditches is A~ery cheap. It would

only cost us $5 to get ten ditches, and in each ditch we can burn •"><>

or 40 colonies. Our treatment is something like your California treat-

ment, except that it is not so complicated and is less work.

Mr. Rankin. That is another phase of the proposition. Condil ion-

are different in that also. In California you can not hire a man to do

the work for le>s than $80 per month.

Doctor Phillips. We have gone over the subject of treatment thor-

oughly, and I think all persons here have arrived at about the same

conclusion; that is. that it will not do for a man who has a few

colonies in one part of the United State- to write to our bee journals

and tell us all what to do. We want to know what he i- talking

about. The vast majority of the men who write to-day know
nothing about the varying condition-. What will work in one

little county in the East will not work in the Wot. and \ice versa,

the methods of the West will not work in the East. Suppose that

Mr. Scholl should sit down here and tell everybody in the United

State- to burn their bee-.
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Treatment depends upon the locality. Locality is an important

factor, l»ut what we have to do is to find out in what respect the

locality is different, whether it is in climatic conditions or in the

conditions of the honey flow. We arc in just as much ignorance w hen

we attribute difference to "'locality" as if we did not recognize

any difference. We must get down to the point where we know the

individual factors involved. I anticipate that when some of the

discussions that have been carried on this afternoon arc read, they

will open the eye- of some people that think they have hail some

experience with disease. We have men from the East and West who

have different condition- to contend with. That is one reason why

i have heen in favor of an inspectors
1

meeting. Here we get on a

common ground. Conditions from different parts of the country arc

discussed in a way that you can not obtain practically in any

ot her way.

! have copies here of the laws relating to foul-brood inspection now

in force. Some of these are deficient and others have valuable points

which ought to he brought out. It seems that the best thine- to do i-

to put' a copy of them in the hands of every man who is an inspector,

with a List of questions taking up the points which are covered by

the Laws, and ask each one to express an opinion concerning them.

Then all that expert testimony should he collected and put on record.

so that people interested in future changes of Legislation may read

it. If there is anyone here that would suggest how this subject

should he handled, I should like to hear from him.

After some discussion, it was finally decided that the Bureau of

Entomology he asked to prepare a list of quest ion- to he -cut to all the

inspectors. (The future action in regard to this i- discussed in the

preface).

Mi-. France then read the following paper:

THE HISTORY OF BEE DISEASE INSPECTION IN WISCONSIN.

By X. E. France,

Inspector of Apiaries fot Wisconsin.

From L870 to L886 bee keeping was one of the profitable agricul-

tural pursuits in Wisconsin. There was no limit to the bee pasturage

of white clover, besides mile- of basswood timber and Large area- of

wild flowers. Comb honey in ;dl kind- of packages sold I'm- from 25

to .")() cent- a pound, queen bees for from $3 t<> $10, and full <-(»l<uiie-

were from $10 up.

In L886 one Wisconsin bee keeper received $10,000 in cash from his

l.loo colonic.-, and started the first hank of Jefferson, Wis. Ajiother

apiary of 250 colonic- yielded in L882 29,000 pounds of honey; in
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L884 30,000 pounds, and in L886, with 240 colonies, it yielded 2.",,000

pounds. This bee keeper also became a partner in a bank. Another

apiary of 175 colonic- in L886 yielded 32,725 pound- of honey and in

L891 the bees were all dead with foul brood. Another apiary of -200

colonies in L900 yielded 21,000 pound- of honey, hut in 1904 all the

bees were dead. Another apiary of 50 colonic- in W>7 yielded 3,500

pounds, hut in L900 all the bees were dead. Another apiary of 26

colonic- in L899 yielded 2,500 pounds of honey and in 1901 all the bees

were dead. Thus I could enumerate a pageful of similar -ad results

of foul brood.

About this time the State Bee Keepers' Association voted to delegate

to the president of the association the securing of proper laws for the

eradication of this disease. With little help from the bee keepers, he

had to see hi- efforts turned down. Two year- later I was delegated

as before, but without the personal help of our members the hill was

ridiculed and lost. While before the legislative committee I learned

better what must be done, and two year- later a committee of all the

officers of the State Bee Keepers* Association was delegated to act.

with the promise that each State member would do Iris part. The

committee got figures of facts about Wisconsin bee keeping and fur-

nished each association member with copies of the same, with the

request that each one see personally the member of the legislature

from his district. Many members did as requested and our entire

committee appeared before the first legislative committee and made
good progress. When the last State committee on State appropria-

tions was to consider our bill I was alone. Several other hills call-

ing for aid were turned down before I had a hearing. I gave the

committee these facts to consider: (1) There are 10,535 farms in

Wisconsin, having 106,090 colonies of bees, which produce in one year

2,677,100 pounds of honey. (2) There are more than twice as many
pounds of honey produced each year in Wisconsin as there are head

of cattle or sheep. (3) One year's honey crop in Wisconsin won
load 13 freight cars, or if placed all in full-weight pound section

boxes, touching each other, a sweet honey walk 4
J
inches wide won

reach lsl
j
miles—more than the distance aero— the State. (4) Th

valuation of Wisconsin bee- and products amounts each year to more

than the appropriation made by the State for several State institu-

tion-. (5) The State Horticultural Society receives over ten times

more aid from the State than the bee- do. yet over three lime- ::-

many pounds of honey a- bushels of apple- are produced. (6) Over
10,500 Wisconsin taxpayers and voter- who send representatives to

i lie legislature are bee keepers and ask to he reasonably protected In-

law to save the her-.

After I was excused from the committee room the committee voted

unanimously to recommend the bill for passage. It soon became a
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law, and an inspector was appointed in the person of the writer.

Owing to false statements in the papers regarding the new office

created, I me! with all kinds of difficulties, such as being met at the

grate with ;i shotgun and bull doer. At other times I was ordered

from the premises with a pitchfork raised over my head, but each

time I quietly explained why I was there, what I intended to do, and

read the law, "or refuse to allow the inspector of apiaries to inspect

such apiary, honey, or appliances shall be lined not less than $50 nor

more than $100, or be imprisoned in the county jail not less than one

month nor more than two months." Before going away I -aw the

apiary cleaned up in proper shape, the owner well pleased, and was

requested, whenever in thai part of the State, to call and see thru!.

Now. when I am called to inspect of treat an apiary the bee keeper

i- glad to leave his other work and meet me at the train, take me in

the desired place, help me, and even take his team to aid inspecting

the neighborhood. Everyone who has once been through the treat

ing process will never need State aid again, but will take care of his

own bees in the future.

Several times the disease has been almost stamped out of Wisconsin,

when newly imported cases have appeared, and before owner- know
what the trouble is several apiaries are a Heeled. I hope that soon

every State will have 1 laws on diseases of bees, and that no one can -ell

or -hip bee- without a health certificate similar to that required for

farm stock in Wisconsin.
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